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Nineteen Named to Sports Hall of Fame 
Six National / International Champions and Eight Ail-Americans A—ong Selections 
By:  GEORGE W.  JOHNSON  '50 
The Board of Directors of the Rollins College 
Alumni Association is proud to announce the 
selection of 19 Charter members to the Rollins 
College Sports Hall of Fame. Induction ceremonies 
will be a feature of the 1977 Alumni Reunion, which 
is scheduled on campus for March 18-20,  1977. 
A select committee under the able leadership of 
Ed Acree '47 met in many sessions and devoted 
countless hours of research to evaluate the 127 
•nominees. Nominees were evaluated in four 
categories as follows: A - Athletic achievements 
while a student at Rollins; B - Athletic accomp- 
lishments after leaving Rollins; C - Student 
activities, awards and/or accomplishments, other 
than athletic while at Rollins and; D - Business and 
professional accomplishments. The evaluation 
system helped to identify "the best of the best." 
The Hall of Fame Committee is pleased to 
announce the election of the following alumni as 
Charter Members. A brief sketch of each member 
follows: 
1. Pauline Betz Addie B.A. '43, won multiple 
letters at Rollins while participating in tennis, 
basketball, volleyball and hockey. A tennis legend, 
she was U.S. Singles Champion 4 times and 
Wimbledon Singles Champion in 1946. At Rollins, 
she was Vice President of the Senior Class, was an 
honor student, was listed in Who's Who in 
American Colleges and Universities, and was 
recipient of the Phi Mu Athletic Trophv. She was 
named to the Helms Hall of Tennis Fame in 1951 
and sustained a 13-year undefeated professional 
career. For the past 25 years, Pauline has been 
part-time housewife-mother, part-time teaching 
pro and author. Pauline is currently a teaching pro 
in Bethesda, Md. 
2. Richard C. Bezemer B.A. '58, an 8 letter 
winner at Rollins, Dick was selected as a three 
time basketball All-American 1956, 1957, 1958. He 
holds both the Rollins and State of Florida single 
game basketball scoring record of 49 points. As a 
campus leader, Dick was a member of O.O.O.O. 
and was selected for Who's Who among Students 
in American Colleges and Universities. He has 
served his community in many civic capacities and 
is currently Manager of Sales, Buffalo, N.Y. 
District, United States Steel Corporation, 
3. B. Jane Blalock B.A. '67, won multiple letters 
at Rollins participating in golf, tennis, basketball, 
volleyball and softball. A regular and outstanding 
star on the LPGA tour, Janie has won 17 
professional tournaments and is currently lanked 
number 2 Women's Professional Golfer in the 
world. She has been selected as New Hampshire 
Athlete of the Year 4 times and was LPGA Rookie 
of the year. 
4. Udolpho Theodore Bradley (1900-68) came to 
Rollins in 1933 as Professor of History and Crew 
Coach. As Crew Coach, Brad pioneered inter- 
collegiate rowing in the South. During his colorful 
U. T. Bradley 
28 year coaching career, Rollins crews won 202 of 
273 duel races against all competition and -12 of 17 
Florida State Regatta Championships. In 1939, he 
was one of a group of founders of the Dad Vail 
Rowing Association which each year hosts the 
unofficial small college rowing championships at 
the Dad Vail Regatta, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
In 1962 he published "The Dad Vail Story," a 
history of the association. Twenty two times Dr. 
Bradley led the Tars to the Dad Vail Regatta and 
sixteen times Rollins was among the top six 
finishers. Although the Tar varsity boat never won 
the coveted crown, Rollins took second on eight 
occasions, losing in 1955 to LaSalle by three 
inches. 
In 1949, Dr. Bradley was awarded the Rollins 
Decoration of Honor for his outstanding contri- 
butions to the college both as Professor of History 
and Crew Coach. 
In the Spring of 1963, he took an outstanding 
Rollins crew to England to row in the world famous 
Henley Regatta where -the Tars reached the 
semi-finals of the Thames Challenge Cup. Brad 
was elected to the Helms Foundation Rowing Hall 
of Fame in 1965. 
Alumni Challenged 
by Surdna Foundation 
by; BILL GORDON '51 
On December 3, 1976, Dr. Jack B. Critchfield 
announced that the Surdna Foundation, Inc. of 
New York approved a grant of up to $50,000 to 
assist in the development of a strong "unre- 
stricted" giving program. 
The Surdna Foundation's matching grant stipu- 
lated that the Alumni Association raise up to 
$50,000 in excess of last year's "unrestricted" 
gifts to qualify for this grant. This is a dollar for 
dollar match with the Surdna dollars being 
designated for student aid. 
(com. p. 10) 
Jack McDowall 
Dr. Bradley stepped down as Crew Coach at the 
end of the 1964 season after 28 years at the helm. 
During his great coaching career he refused 
remuneration for his coaching duties, choosing 
rather to donate his time and talents to the sport he 
loved. 
In 1975 the U.T. Bradley Boathouse was 
dedicated in his memory. 
5. Connie Mack Butler B.A. '55, an 8 letter 
winner at Rollins, he was honored as All State and 
All Southern in both basketball and baseball and 
NCAA All-American in baseball. On campus, he 
was President of the Senior Class, a member of 
ODK and selected to Who's Who among students 
in American Colleges and Universities. Connie 
Mack is now president of Millican Chemical 
Corporation. 
6. Donald A. Cheney, Rollins Academy '07, 
B.A. Dartmouth, '11 LLB Blackstone Institute '32. 
In the early days at Rollins Academy, Mr. Cheney 
played football, rowed on the first crew and was on 
the first track team. In 1906 he scored the only 
toucndown of the game in a win over a strong 
University of Florida team. In track he was a medal 
(cont. pp. 4 & 5) 
Reunion, '77 
By: BILL GORDON, '51 
Reunion activities return to the campus this year 
after a visit to Washington, D.C. in 1976 to honor 
the Nation in its bicentennial year. March 18, 19 
and 20 have been designated as the dates for a 
1977 Reunion celebration. Many great events are 
planned for all returning alumni. 
This year, '77, is a special year for all classes 
ending in "2" or "7". The Class of "67" will 
celebrate its 10th anniversary, the Class of '52 will 
have its 25th reunion and the Class of "27" will 
celebrate a landmark 50th- anniversary.  We are 
(cont. p. 18) 
1 
From the Desk of: 
William R. Gordon '51 
Good News 
Best wishes for a happy, joyous New Year. 
Our New Year's "good news" came early, 
presenting the alumni with a tremendous challenge 
for the first six months of '77. The Surdna 
Foundation Grant (see page 1) which requires 
increasing our "Unrestricted" giving income level 
an additional $50,000 is a positive impetus for this 
year's Alumni Annual Fund. The Grant emphasizes 
"Unrestricted" contributions as being the only gifts 
to be matched. 
If you are making New Year's resolutions, 
include a resolve to contribute to the Alumni 
Annual Fund by June 30, 1977. Better still, write a 
check to Rollins College now and send it on, don't 
wait until May or June. 
r * * * * * 
Reunion, '77 
Reunion '77 is going to be a great experience for 
alurrini and the college community. The featured 
program at Reunion is the induction of the Charter 
Members to the newly established Sports Hall of 
Fame. There is great excitement on campus 
concerned with this event and we encourage all 
alumni to attend. All classes ending in "2" and "7" 
will also be recognized, especially the Class of '27 
on their 50th anniversary, Class of '52 on their 25th 
and the Class of '67 on their 10th. Jot down on your 
■■Must attend" pad: March 18, 19, 20 - Rollins 
Reunion. 
,***** 
Admissions Update 
Bill Hartog, '69, Director of Admissions, tells me 
the admission program is going well with Hank 
Hencken, '64, Mark Freidinger, '71, and Claudia 
Wyatt. '76, busily interviewing prospective 
students. The college currently anticipates re- 
ceiving better than 1700 applications for the up- 
coming freshman class (373 students). An 
additional 400 applications will be processed for 
the 100 transfer slots. This staff really does a great 
job for Rollins. They are our front line ambas- 
sadors. The Association is proud to have 
dedicated alumni working for the college. 
Facts About Rollins 
There is an article on page 6 , "Facts About 
Rollins Today," I recommend you read. My 
curiousity was aroused concerning the level of 
student support furnished by the college. When 
reviewing the facts, please note the college's 
commitment of $1.2 million to the student financial 
aid program. I also became concerned about the 
amount of Endowment per full-time equivalence. It 
was a shock to discover that the college has a 
mere $3660 of endowment per FTE (day and 
evening). This amount would earn approximately 
$210 per student ($560,000 total). This income is 
used to support the student financial aid program 
and faculty salaries, give needed additional support 
to the library, research projects and educational 
programs, and to help in other areas of financial 
concern such as debt service, property and 
building maintenance, etc. You can see that on a 
pro rata basis $210 will not go far toward meeting 
the cost of supportive services the college must 
furnish each student "whether the student be 
full-time or part-time. You may often get a little 
exasperated with us over our continuous appeal for 
financial support, now you know one of the reasons 
why we continually ask for your help. Rollins 
College is not a greatly or even adequately 
endowed institution. It must rely heavily on gifts of 
support from alumni and friends. 
****** 
Alumni Contact 
We have had a few replies to our appeal for 
volunteers to aid new arrivals in alumni communi- 
ties about the country. We are pleased to welcome 
Juantia "Nita" Schmellick, continuing education 
graduate, '75 and Miles Hisiger, '63. Both have 
volunteered to help fellow alumni moving to their 
area. 
Juanita Schmellick resides in Dayton, Ohio at 
5011 Bluffview Dr. Nita will have an updated listing 
of alumni living in the Dayton area. 
Miles Hisiger is a resident of Rolling Meadow 
Lane, Pound Ridge, New York. Miles will have a 
listing of alumni living in the Westchester County 
area. 
We appreciate the help we receive from 
volunteers and look forward to working with many 
more alumni in the Alumni Contact program. "Lend 
a hand - help a fellow alum," join the Alumni 
Contact Program. 
Annual Election 
Association President, Mary Ten Eyck Hencken, 
'65, has released the names of candidates for the 
Board of Directors and Alumni Trustee. Again, we 
are fortunate to have such outstanding alumni 
willing to stand for election to positions of service 
to the Association and.the College. 
Candidates for the three year term on the Board 
beginning in July, 1977 are: 
J. Patrick Dalsemer B.A.  '65 
George W. Johnson B.A. '50 
John C.  Myers III- B.A.  '69 - MBA '70 
Jessie McCreery Reed '45 
Larry J. Simo B.A.  '73,  MSM '75 
Flora Harris Twachtman B.A.  '43 
Frances Wynalda MSM '75 
Two distinguished ladies are candidates for the 
office of Alumni Trustee. An Alumni Trustee serves 
on the Board of Trustees of the College. This office 
is also a three year term. We are pleased to offer 
Jeanne Bellamy Bills '33 and Eleanor Reese Morse 
'35, for election as your representative and 
spokesman. 
Ballots will be in the mail by February 1, 1977 
and will be accompanied by a Reunion '77 flyer. 
Please express positive concern for the manage- 
ment of the Association by voting. 
****** ' 
Complete Classified Clips 
Page 19 
STAFF 
William R. Cordon'51 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
Loison P. Tingley 
Assistant Director 
Lynn Paredes '76 
Jeanne R. Tauscher '56 
Pamela H. Buster '66 
Associate Editor 
Rollins College prohibits and rejects any discrimination based on race, sex, 
color, creed, national origin, and religion in the selection and admission of 
students. Applicants can be fully assured of admission solely on the basis of their 
academic achievements and qualifications. 
Further, the practice of discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
national origin, and religion is prohibited in all programs and activities at Rollins 
College. 
The Rollins College Alumni Record is published quarterly, Fall, Winter, Spring and 
Summer by the Rollins College Alumni Association, Winter Park, Florida 32789, 
and distributed to graduates, former students, seniors and Friends of Rollins 
College. 
All communications and POD Forms 3579 should be sent to Rollins College, Box 
2736, Winter Park, Florida 32789. Second-class postage paid at Winter Park, Florida 
32789. 
Nancy Cushman Baldwin '35 
Awarded Distinguished Alumna Medal 
The Rollins College Alumni Association honored 
Mrs. Nancy Cushman Baldwin '35 as a dis- 
tinguished alumni. Mrs. Baldwin was presented the 
Distinguished Alumnus Medal by Dr. Jack B. 
Critchfield and Bill Gordon '51 at the New York City 
Alumni Club meeting held at the Cornell Club. 
Nancy was cited for her distinguished career as 
a "first lady of the theatre." The investiture 
ceremony was as follows: 
Mr. William R. Gordon, Director of Alumni 
Affairs introduced Mrs.  Baldwin: 
"Even though Nancy Cushman Baldwin grad- 
uated from Rollins College during the bleak 
depression years, she stepped from the boards of 
the Annie Russell Theatre to the boards of the 
Broadway show, "White Man." She has appeared 
regularly on Broadway since then, and among 
other plays, has appeared in three Pulitzer Prize 
winning productions: "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," 
"Look Homeward Angel," and "J.B." 
During World War II Nancy was for a while 
Assistant Director of the Times Square Service 
Men's Centre, which she left to travel through the 
Pacific in : "Junior Miss" for the USO. Recently 
she has appeared in "Skyscraper," "Little Me," 
and as Lady Wilde in "Dear Oscar." 
Whenever Nancy is in New York and her 
schedule permits, she is an ever active alumna of 
Rollins. 
From 
the 
Mailbag 
November 16, 1976 
Dear Mr. Gordon: 
It is with great pleasure that I send 
you my second donation for the 
College. Last year was the first year 
that I was able to give to the College; 
I sent a gift of five dollars. This year I 
enclose a check for ten dollars as an 
undesignated gift. I hope that each 
year from now on I will be able to 
double my annual gift to the College. 
If I can, in fact, continue to double my 
contribution each year, I figure that at 
that progression I shall, before long, 
be making a substantial annual 
donation. Such a system will provide 
me with the needed discipline to 
follow such a schedule. 
I am truly grateful for my education 
at Rollins. Although I never received 
any kind of financial or scholarship 
aid, I do realize that monies raised by 
Rollins helped pay for many things 
which tuition could not have covered. 
Warmest personal regards to all, 
Most cordially, 
Ann Camm Wynne,  '64 
LETTER TO: 
Miss. Elizabeth B. Marshall,  '34 
Dear Elizabeth: 
Your days of "giving" are not over - each day 
you give of yourself the love and warmth of a 
personality God has placed here to share with 
others. 
Ones' contribution to life, to people, to 
institutions should not be measured in monetary 
terms. Your closing remarks in your note are worth 
a million dollars, and I ask your permission to print 
same. 
"My education at Rollins has served me well as 
a basis for two further degrees and for the 
standards I set for myself as a teacher." 
God be with you. This letter brings with it an 
expression of sincere gratitude to you for the years 
of unselfish support you have given Rollins. 
Sincerely, 
William R. Gordon, 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
'51 
Mr. President, I am honored to present Nancy 
Cushman Baldwin to you for appropriate 
recognition." 
Dr. Jack B.  Critchfield: 
"Nancy Cushman Baldwin, I have overheard 
some of your old Rollins friends affectionately call 
you "Nannie Cuckoo." Perhaps they imply what 
can happen to a person who maintains a schedule 
such as yours, or perhaps they refer to under- 
graduate years, of which I have no knowledge. But 
their voices reflect the warm affection and high 
regard which we share when we read of the many 
credits which appear beside your name in the 
playbill. You have been what Hamilton Holt called 
"a loyal daughter" of Rollins and have brought 
much honor to our theatre. 
For these reasons and because you are the good 
person you are, I am honored to present you the 
Distinguished Alumnus Medal for 1977." 
On behalf of Mrs. Mary Hencken '65, President 
of the Alumni Association, the Board of Directors 
and the entire alumni and college community, Dr. 
Critchfield extended warm congratulations to 
Nancy wishing her well and inviting her to return to 
the campus for Commencement exercises to be 
recognized by the students and faculty. 
Rollins Mourns Dr. Stone 
- Dr. Wendell C. Stone, Professor Emeritus at 
Rollins College, died October 5th, following a long 
illness. 
Elected as Professor Emeritus in April of 1970, 
Dr. Stone served Rollins as Professor of Phi- 
losophy, Dean of the Faculty and, from 1943 to 
1952, as Dean of the College. Dr. Stone was a 
member of the Rollins community for 37 years 
(1933-70). 
A native Californian, Dr. Stone received his A.B. 
degree from Pomona College, Claremont, Cali- 
fornia, and his Ph.D. from Yale University. In June 
of 1949, the loved professor was awarded the 
Doctor of Laws Degree and, in 1970, was 
presented the Hamilton Holt Medal and the ODK 
award for his excellence in teaching. 
Dr. Stone served as the Director of Boys in the 
Juvenile Court, New Haven, Connecticut in 1926, 
and served as a member of the American 
Philosophical Association, Pi Gamma Mu, Phi 
Delta Theta and the Winter Park University Club. 
Dr. Stone is survived, by his wife, Marita and 
sons, Frank and Alex, all residing in Winter Park. 
Sports Hall of Fame 
(cont. from p. 1) 
high jumper, threw the shot and hammer and was a 
member of the mile relay team. He recalls that in 
those days., athletes had to provide their own 
equipment or play without it. 
Judge Cheney has served Rollins as a Trustee. 
In 1941. he was presented the Algernon Sydney 
Sullivan Medallion by President Holt for the many 
services he rendered to his community and to 
Rollins College. 
In 1969', Judge Cheney was awarded a 50 year 
badge by the Boy Scouts of America for his 
outstanding contributions to scouting spanning his 
organization of Troup 2 in 1917, organization of the 
Central Florida Council. Boy Scouts of America, 
and special committee work to establish a Council 
camp. 
In 1975. Rollins College Tar Booster Organiza- 
tion established the Donald A. Cheney Scholarship 
Fund to honor Judge Cheney. 
Though 88 years young, Judge Cheney is still 
very active and is currently Chairman of the Orange 
County Historical Commission and President of the 
Orange County Historical Society. 
7. Howard Boyd Coffie, Jr. B.A. '59, MAT '64, 
an 8 letter winner at Rollins, Boyd was selected to 
the All-State team in both basketball and baseball. 
He was selected to the All Conference basketball 
team 3 years and was voted the most valuable 
player in the FIC for 1959. On campus, Boyd was a 
member of O.O.O.O. and was listed in Who's Who 
among students in American Colleges and 
Universities. 
After a brief career as a professional baseball 
player in the New York Yankee organization, Boyd 
managed minor league baseball in the New York- 
Pennsylvania League where he was selected 
Manager of the Year 3 times. He returned to 
Rollins as basketball coach and assistant baseball 
coach and was selected Basketball Coach of the 
Year in 1973. Boyd is currently Assistant Athletic 
Director and head Baseball Coach at Rollins. 
8. Peter T. Fay B.A. '51. An all around athlete, 
Pete won letters in football, basketball, crew and 
water skiing at Rollins. He was selected to the All 
State Basketball Team twice and was Rollins' high 
scorer during those seasons. As a water skiier, he 
was one of the first to ski barefoot and is a life 
member of the American Water Ski Association. 
While in the U.S. Air Force, Pete was selected to 
the All USAF basketball team. On campus he was a 
member of O.O.O.O., ODK and President of the 
Freshman Class. In 1956, he received an L.L.B. 
degree from the University of Florida and 
graduated #1 in his class. He has served as a 
Rollins Trustee and has received honorary 
doctorates from both Rollins College and Biscayne 
College. 
Having served six years as U.S. District Judge, 
Southern District of Florida, the Honorable Peter T. 
Fay is Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 5th 
Circuit, New Orleans, La., 
9. Raymond W. Greene B.A. '23, was brought 
to Rollins in 1913 by Dean Arthur Enyart to serve as 
the first athletic director and YMCA secretary. Ray 
brought leadership to the Rollins' Sports program 
and established intercollegiate swimming meets, 
baseball tournaments and tennis tournaments. 
Ray's programs brought state and national 
recognition to Rollins. After a break for WW I, Ray 
returned to graduate from Rollins. In 1924, he 
entered the real estate business and in 1925, as an 
emissary of the Rollins Alumni Association, first 
approached Hamilton Holt to accept the Presi- 
dency of Rollins College. 
Ray served as a trustee of the college and in 
1949 was awarded the Rollins Decoration of 
Honor. He served as Mayor of Winter Park, Florida 
from 1952-58. In 1961 he Was awarded the 
Hamilton Holt Medal. In 1967, he established the 
Raymond W. Greene Chair of Health and Physical 
Education. 
Peeples Pope Pratt Rogers 
10. Robert R. Gustafson B.A. '67, an 8 letter 
winner at Rollins, Bob was All Conference baseball 
player 3 times, was chosen the Most Valuable 
Player in the FIC 1967 and selected as a NCAA All 
American in baseball. He was also chosen NCAA 
Academic All American. On campus, Bob did it all. 
He was President of Sophomore and Junior classes 
as well as President of the Student Body. He was 
on the Deans List, a member of ODK, a recipient of 
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion and listed 
in Who's Who in American Colleges and 
Universities. He played professional baseball 3 
years in the St. Louis Cardinal organization before 
returning to Theological Seminary at Princeton. 
Bob is presently pastor of Grace Community of 
Brandon, Florida, and Administrator of Grace 
Christian School. 
11. Shirley Fry Irvin B.A. '49, won 6 letters at 
Rollins and was one of the premier women's tennis 
players of her time. Winner of U.S. Singles, 
Wimbledon Singles, French Singles and Australian 
Singles titles, she also claimed 4 U.S. Doubles 
titles and 1 Australian Doubles title. Shirley was 
inducted into the Tennis Hall of Fame in 1970. On 
campus she was president of her sorority, a 
member of Libra, a member of Phi Gamma Mu 
honorary and was winner of the Phi Mu Athletic 
Trophy for 1949. She served as chairman of the 
U.S. Wightman Cup Team for three years. Shirley 
is currently teaching tennis at Miss Porters School, 
Farmington, Connecticut. 
12. Joe Justice B.A. '40, won 9 letters at Rollins 
and was selected Ail-American in both baseball 
and football. On campus, Joe was a member of 
O.O.O.O. ODK and was listed in Who's Who 
among students in American Colleges and 
Universities. After a stint in WW II and a 
professional baseball career, Joe returned to 
Rollins in 1946 as assistant football coach and 
baseball coach. He also served as basketball, golf 
and soccer coach. 
He was selected Division II Baseball Coach of 
the Year for 1966, was selected Golf Coach of the 
Year for 1970 and was elected to the Baseball 
Coaches Hall of Fame in 1970. He was awarded 
the Rollins Decoration of Honor in 1957 and 
currently serves as Athletic Director and golf coach 
of Rollins College. 
13. Charles "June" Lingerfelt, Jr. B.A. '41, 
won 12 letters at Rollins, was selected to the 
All-State football team three times and was named 
to All-American football team in 1940. "June" was 
Rollins College first football All-American selec- 
tion. He was also a member of O.O.O.O. He owns 
and operates the Biltmore Hardware Company, 
Biltmore, North Carolina. 
14. Jack Witherspoon McDowall [1905-1969], a 
legendary 4 sport, 16 letter winner at North 
Carolina State joined the Rollins staff in 1929 as 
Director of Physical Education and football and 
baseball coach. During his 19 years as coach, the 
Rollins football and baseball teams gained national 
prominence and never hesitated to take on the 
"biggies" no matter what the odds. 
Under Jack's dynamic leadership, Rollins 
football teams won 84, lost 36 and tied 7 games 
against top competition. The 1932 team was 
undefeated, though once tied; a 6-0 win over 
Miami highlighting a great season. 
For his many contributions to Rollins both as 
coach and professor, Dr. Holt, in 1942, presented 
him the Rollins Decoration of Honor. 
In 1949, Jack was elevated to Athletic Director 
and in that post he continued to expand Rollins 
sports programs. In 1952, he entered the local 
political arena to serve his community as Orange 
County Commissioner from 1952 to 1959. He 
resigned in 1959 due to bad health. 
In 1965 he was inducted into the State of North 
Carolina Sports Hall of Fame, and, at that time, 
was praised as the greatest athlete in the long 
history of North Carolina State University. 
'47   was 
basketball, 
Justice 
m  I 
Lingerfelt 
Cheney Coffie 
Streit 
Jack's memory lives on and many former 
athletes and friends of Rollins contribute regularly 
to the Jack McDowall Scholarship Fund which was 
established in his honor. 
In the fall of 1975, Jack was again honored. 
During half-time of the Florida-N.C. State football 
game, a plaque commemorating the induction of 
the late Coach Jack McDowall into the National 
Football Foundation and Hall of Fame was 
presented to his widow, Sally. 
15. Fleetwood D. Peeples - summoned at the 
request of Ray Greene, "Fleet" came to Rollins in 
1922 to direct waterfront activities. He organized 
and directed early state interscholastic swim meets 
and invited such stars as Katherine Rawls, Johnny 
Weissmuller, Pete Des Jardins and Buster Crabbe 
to join local stars in the meets. He was a nationally 
recognized pioneer in the art of diving and 
introduced fire diving at Rollins. Fleet organized 
the first Winter Park Boy Scout Troop in 1923 and in 
1945, he was presented the Silver Beaver Award, 
scoutings highest honor. For his service to the 
college, community and the nation, he was 
presented the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion 
in 1939. Fleet retired from the faculty in 1968 have 
served 46 continuous years, during which time he 
taught over 10,000 people to swim. He has 
dedicated over 60 years service to the American 
Red Cross and has been awarded its highest honor, 
the Red Cross Medal. Early in 1976, the Winter 
Park High School Bicentennial Pool was dedicated 
to Fleet. Although 79 years old, he continues to 
teach swimming and serve his community as 
herpetology expert, historian and friend. 
16. Richard D. Pope, Jr. B.A. '52. A four year 
member of the Rollins Water Ski Team, Dick was 
National Champion 3 times, Canadian Champion 
once, Mexican International Champion once and 
World Champion in 1950. He was the first person to 
ski bare foot and pioneered many other water ski 
routines. He is presently President of Cypress 
Gardens, Inc. 
17. Betty   Rosenquest   Pratt   B.A. 
awarded    12   letters   at    Rollins    in 
volleyball and tennis. 
On campus, Betty was President of the 
Freshman Class, and circulation manager of the 
Sandspur for three years. 
She was semi-finalist at Wimbleton in 1954 and 
semi-finalist at U.S. Singles in 1956. She has won 
National Senior Women's Grass Court Champion- 
ship 6 times, and the Doubles title 9 times. She is 
currently National Senior Women's Grass Court 
Champion in both -Singles and Doubles. Betty 
captained the U.S. Wightman Cup team 3 years 
and the U.S. Federation Cup 1 year. She was 
Orlando Sportswoman of the Year for 1971 and 
also received The Sports Illustrated Award for 
1971. She is currently an avid golfer. 
18. William A. Rogers B.A. '33 won 9 letters at 
Rollins and was All S.I.A.A. football selection in 
1932. Will was proclaimed as the greatest ball 
carrier in Rollins football history and during his 3 
years as a varsity player at Rollins the team lost 
only 2 games. At the end of an undefeated season, 
his jersey (number 43) was permanently retired, 
the only one in Rollins history. 
On campus, Will was selected to O.O.O.O. and 
ODK and was the recipient of the ODK Athletic 
Award in 1932 and 1933. He served as assistant 
coach at Rollins and was teacher and coach at 
Lancaster Academy, New Hampshire. He later 
was general manager of Rines Brothers Depart- 
ment Store, Portland, Maine and is now retired. 
19. Marlene Stewart Streit, B.A. '56 won 6 
letters at Rollins and while a student won the British 
Ladies Amateur Golf Championship, the Canadian 
Amateur Championship and the U.S. Intercol- 
legiate Championship. She later won the Canadian 
Ama,teur Championship 10 times, the North-South 
Amateur 19 times, the - Australian Amateur 
Championship and the U.S. Amateur Champion- 
ship. In 1956 she received the Los Angeles Times 
Award of Merit. She was Canadian Outstanding 
Athlete of the Year 5 times, Canadian Woman 
Athlete of the Year 5 times, and is a member of the ' 
Canadian Sports Hall of Fame. In 1967 she was 
awarded the Order of Canada. 
This outstanding group of Charter Members 
includes 6 National Champions and 8 All-Ameri- 
cans. The Sports Hall of Fame is a continuous 
ongoing program created to recognize Rollins 
Alumni and other Rollins personalities who have 
made outstanding contributions to the athletic 
programs of Rollins College and who exemplify the 
high standards of achievements set by the 
academic community. 
One hundred and twenty seven were nominated 
this year, and were notified by the committee of 
their nomination. These nominees need not be 
re-nominated. They will be considered for selection 
by all future selection committees. 
There are many more outstanding athletes who 
deserve nomination and we urge you to assist us in 
finding and identifying the "heroes" of the past. 
Perhaps you have a candidate in mind! If so, 
please complete the nomination form on Page 19 
and forward it to the Alumni Office. To be eligible 
for nomination an individual must have attended 
Rollins College for at least a full year. For next 
year's selection, the committee will review all 
nominees whose date of graduation is prior to and 
including the Class of 1973. 
The Induction Ceremony will be held March 19, 
1977 as a feature of the Reunion '77 banquet. This 
event will be a great occasion in the history of the 
college. Please plan to attend. 
Faculty Research 
By: JOAN SCHIEMER  '69 
A major asset of a successful college is the 
ability to provide opportunities for faculty research. 
According to Dr. Mary Ann Henderson, Associate 
Professor of Biology and Vice President of the 
Faculty, the question of adequately supporting 
faculty research at Rollins in the future is a critical 
one. Dr. Henderson relates some interesting 
aspects of the question of Faculty Research. 
( 
BENEFITS TO FACULTY 
While research provides individual faculty 
members with the immediate reward of personal 
satisfaction and later, recognition in their respec- 
tive fields, benefits go far beyond. Through 
research, faculty members can improve teaching 
effectiveness, increase contact with the national 
academic community, keep abreast of develop- 
ments in their fields and exercise their professional 
skills. Research is an excellent morale-booster 
and, says Dr. Henderson, "Productive output is 
excellent positive feedback." 
BENEFITS TO STUDENTS 
Faculty research can bring the student in touch 
with the "real world" as he becomes involved with 
faculty-oriented projects. The student can develop 
. and improve communication skills and creativity, 
while building self-confidence. Improved chances 
of admission to professional and graduate schools 
and greater job opportunities await the student with 
research experience. 
BENEFITS TO COLLEGE 
The reputation of a college is largely determined 
by the reputation of its faculty and alumni. A 
college which can provide for faculty research 
each year attracts and keeps quality faculty, thus 
creating a high level academic environment which, 
in turn, attracts top students. Through research the 
quality of instruction will always be improving, as 
will college-community interaction. Outside grants 
are also a source of revenue for the college. 
Rollins is fortunate to have an active and 
aggressive faculty which has pursued research 
with vigor. Some of their research activities have 
covered published articles, poems, presentations 
of papers at professional meetings, faculty and 
student art exhibitions, computer-aided instruction, 
recitals and performances, textbooks and other 
published books, television appearances and 
conferences conducted by Rollins faculty. 
Rollins has a faculty of which it can be proud. It 
is vitally important that its members be given the 
freedom, through supportive research awards, to 
continue their quest for academic excellence. 
Facts About Rollins Today 
1.. Background: 
Rollins College, founded in 1885, offered the first 
college level work in Florida. Established under the 
auspices of the Congregational Church, Rollins 
today is non-denominational, coeducational, and 
independently supported by income from tuition 
and investments of friends and alumni. Primarily a 
four-year undergraduate liberal arts college, 
Rollins offers graduate study in the Roy E. 
Crummer School of Finance and Business 
Administration. The College provides further 
undergraduate degree programs through its School 
of Continuing Education, Patrick Air Force Base 
Branch, and evening graduate programs in 
criminal justice, business administration, and 
education. Community courses in creative arts for 
children and adults and special non-credit courses 
are offered under the School of Creative Arts. 
The undergraduate student body numbers 
approximately 1300. Rollins is international in 
scope: most states of the Union, the District of 
Columbia, and approximately twenty foreign 
countries are represented in the student body. 
2. Accreditation: 
Rollins College is an accredited member of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, a 
full member of the National Association of Schools 
of Music and has been placed on the list of 
institutions approved by the American Chemical 
Society. 
3. Undergraduate: 
The academic program of the College is 
centered in the basic liberal arts and sciences. 
Rollins confers the Bachelor of Arts and the Honors 
Bachelor of Arts degrees in the residential College. 
Majors are offered in the following: Art, 
Behavioral Science, Biology, Business Administra- 
tion, Chemistry, Economics, Elementary Educa- 
tion, Engineering (Combined Program), English, 
Environmental Studies, French, German, History, 
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Philosophy and 
Religion, Physics, Political Science, Pre-Medicine, 
Spanish, and Theatre Arts. 
A strength of the Rollins curriculum is the 
opportunity provided for students to select 
interdisciplinary majors. The major in Behavioral 
Science includes anthropology, sociology, and 
psychology. Environmental Studies, Engineering 
(Combined Program), and Pre-Medicine majors are 
also interdisciplinary in content. 
An area studies major may be proposed by a 
student seeking interdisciplinary concentration in 
an area not available in a single department or two 
departments combined. For instance, two area 
majors already clearly identified are Communi- 
cations and Latin American Studies. 
4. Faculty: 
Full time teaching faculty 
Earned Doctorate 
Part time teaching faculty 
5. Enrollment [10-1-76]: 
Full time undergraduates 
Roy E. Crummer School 
Evening undergraduate 
Evening graduate 
TOTAL Enrollment 
TOTAL full time equivalence: 
6. Degrees - Evening and graduate: 
Associate of Arts (2 yrs.) 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
Master of Education 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science in Management 
Master of Science in Criminal Justice 
Specialist in Education 
Trust Funds 1.4% 
Gov't. Grants 2. 
Endowment Income 4.7% 
Gifts and Private Grants 6.6% 
Auxilary Enterprises 19.5% 
Public Service & Development 2.8% 
Principal & Interest 4.2% 
7. Tuition, fees: 
Undergraduate - day 
full time boarding 
full time non-boarding 
Undergraduate - evening 
Graduate - evening 
8. Endowment: 
$4300 
2975 
$30 per sem. hr. 
$43 per sem. hr. 
Rollins'College has an endowment of securities 
whose market value is approximately $11,000,000, 
returning $675,000 a year income. 
Rollins College has $3660 of endowment per full 
time equivalence. 
5330 
4283 
202 
1782 
1056 
138 
2976 
408 
392 
416 
1154 
773 
50 
69 
53 
20 
3335 
Number of students aided, 501 - 38%. Value of 
Financial Aid - $1.2 million includes day and 
evening students, LEEP funds, etc. 
92 9. Alumni [9-1-76]: 
65 
20 Graduate day 
Non-graduate day 
Crummer School 
Evening undergraduate 
1328 BGS 
18 BS 
1945 BA 
1251 TOTAL 
4542 Evening graduate 
2921 MBA 
MCS 
MSM 
•     MAT  ' 
MED 
ED. Spec. 
MSCJ 
MS 
MA 
TOTAL 
10.   Financial Aid 
INCOME: 76-77    $9,100,000 
Other 2.5% 
EXPENDITURES: 76-77    $9,175,000 
Student Aid 6.5% 
Student Services 5.1% 
Library 3.6% 
General Institutional 5.3% 
Operations & Maintenance 13% 
Administration 4.3% 
Rollins Way 
[Reprinted with permission of the Orlando Sentinel] 
[by Ed Hayes 
Rollins College started its 1976-77 academic 
year a week ago with its biggest student body ever. 
There are 1,278 fulltime students on the rolls, 
not including the overseas programs in Ireland and 
Australia. 
Freshmen total 430 and that, too, is slightly 
bigger than ever before — although the number 
could easily have been well over 1,500. 
Rollins simply does not play the numbers game. 
The above attendance figures were not announced. 
They were quietly revealed upon request. 
If the private school in Winter Park were 
interested in fanfare and bulging numbers, it would 
water down its stern scholastic and monetary 
requirements. 
But it's not interested. 
By design, Rollins is an intimate, artistic family 
of students and faculty, with a campus opulent in 
tight traditions. 
And interesting characters — like Ted Darrah. 
They call him Dean Darrah even though he 
hasn't been Dean of Chapel since 1973. 
"Some people think Dean is my first name," he 
says. 
What he didn't say is that many people use the 
title out of respect, admiration and adulation. 
Easily one of the most popular personalities with 
students, faculty and alumni, he is also easy to 
identify as he strolls the shaded campus. 
He's the graying gent in the engineer's dungaree 
type hat. Most of the time he wears little bow ties. 
Since 1950 no one has accused him of being a mod 
dresser. 
Darrah returned to the campus this fall from a 
summer in Vermont, and despite the fact that he's 
been at this business for 29 years he was anxious 
to face a new group of students one more time. 
"I miss it when I'm not here," he says. 
A teacher of religion and philosophy, Darrah 
does not go about citing differences between 
students of today and a generation or two ago. He 
is categorically uninterested in questions about 
whether or not students are more religious today. 
"Kids are kids," he says, and that's that. 
Pressed, he adds, "If you're interested in them, 
they're interested in you. 
"I introduce them to some of my friends. I think 
Moses is worth knowing. I think St. Paul is worth 
knowing. If Peter could become a saint after the 
things he did there's hope for everyone. He was 
certainly no intellectual. 
"I've had fun teaching.  I still do." 
Born in Boston 62 years ago, Darrah was 
graduated   from   Harvard   College   and   Harvard 
Divinity School. "My friends say I'm a twice laid 
egg." 
He was ordained a Congregational minister and 
married in the same year, had two churches in 
Connecticut, then came to Rollins as the dean of 
the chapel and professor of religion and 
philosophy. 
"I never taught anything but Sunday school 
before I arrived," he says, "never spoke more than 
20 minutes. So I had to get some coaching on how 
to make a class last an hour. 
"I came here in December 1947 with the idea I'd 
stay three years, then go back to New England. But 
we bought this house during that time, and there 
was always something new coming up..." 
Twenty-five years later he retired as dean. "I 
though that was long enough." His wife Nene died 
in 1968. 
Darrah took a year's leave from Rollins in 1973 
and immediately enrolled for a New Testament 
course at the University of Edinburgh. He also 
toured Europe during this absence, using a rented 
flat as home base. 
"I recommend it" he says. "I had a glorious 
time." His eyes literally sparkle when he 
reminisces about the Edinburgh Art Festival. 
"I was also invited to preach. Whether it was my 
accent or heresy, they were a sober congregation. 
I never got a smile or response out of them. From 
the pulpit they want the Word of the Lord quickly 
and clearly and no nonsense." 
Darrah returned then to Rollins to teach. 
A father of four and a grandfather of four more, 
Darrah still spends his summers at his 11-room 
house in Chelsey, Vt. 
He and his wife bought the place — plus a barn 
and 50 acres — about 25 years ago for $3,300. 
The house stays closed in the winter. 
"What takes place in the academic life is what 
the real world should be," Darrah says. "I'm 
talking about what takes place in the classroom. 
People refer to the world outside but this is what it 
should be. 
"Students can call on you and you can call on 
them, uttering things you can't say in polite 
society. When we'd go out my wife used to say, 
'You'll be nice tonight, won't you?' 
"In the classroom you can slug away, have a 
refreshing go at each other. This is the world worth 
living, the examined and the accountable." 
The professor tries to smile a bit sadly when he 
tells that the students won't let him age gracefully. 
"They won't let you sit back and do time. Any 
time my lingo gets dated, they correct me. They 
keep me on my toes. If they catch you off base, 
that's great fun." 
Eighteen Named 
to Who's Who 
By:  PAMELA Hurlbert Buster '66 
Eighteen Rollins College students have been 
selected for inclusion in the 1976-77 edition of 
Who's Who among Students In American Uni- 
versities and Colleges. 
Each year students in institutions of higher 
education throughout the country are chosen for 
this honor on the basis of scholarship, participation 
and leadership in academic and co-curricular 
activities, citizenship and service to their institu- 
tion, and a promise of future usefulness. Selection 
for inclusion is considered an esteemed national 
collegiate honor. 
Those named from Rollins were: 
Richard A. Atwood: '77, Jacksonville, Florida, 
Behavioral Science major. 
Robert L. Bradley, Jr.: '77, Houston, Texas, 
Economics major. 
Lori Lee Carlman: '77, Beverly, Massachusetts, 
German major. 
Deidre A. David: '77, Ft. Lauderdale; Florida, 
Pre-Med major. 
Ivan Fleishman: '77, New Canaan, Connecticut, 
Behavioral Science major. 
Winona R. Forrester: '77, Orlando, Florida, 
Business Administration major. 
Colleen P. Gilrane: '77, Orlando, Florida, 
Elementary Education major. 
Jay W. Grate: '77, Winter Park, Florida, 
Chemistry major. 
Nancy Hubsmith: '77, Rutherford, New Jersey 
History & Political Science major. 
Judy A. Jucker: '77, Winter Park, Florida, 
Environmental Studies major. 
Lewis S. Lerman: '77, Woodbury, Connecticut, 
Pre-Law major. 
Cynthia M. Patterson: '77 Hingham, Massa- 
chusetts,  History major. 
DouglasT. Roach: '77, Satellite Beach, Florida, 
Math & Science major. 
Timothy K. Ryan: '77, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
Economics major. 
Jed Abban Stander: '77, New York, New York, 
Behavioral Science major. 
Vickie E. Walker: '77, Lebanon, Indiana, 
Pre-Med major. 
Cathi E. Wiebrecht: '77, Elm Grove, Wisconsin, 
Elementary Education major. 
Nancy S. Yeargin: '77, Greenville, South 
Carolina, Business'Administration major. 
: 
A Senior 
Speaks: 
Tim Ryanv '77 
President of Student Association 
Next year I'll be an alumnus, just as you are, and 
I'm rather sad about leaving Rollins. It's been a 
fulfilling experience, as I have learned the 
importance of hard work and hard play. Rollins has 
instilled in me an appreciation for a liberal arts 
education, as well as the importance of extra- 
curricular activities, which is a very diverse 
classification. My four years at Rollins have been 
happy and productive, and I'm confident that the 
future will be as fulfilling, mainly, because of my 
attitude about life that has been developing during 
my Rollins experience. 
The future of Rollins is exciting. Rollins has the 
potential to be the outstanding liberal arts college 
in the South, as its academic climate and 
atmosphere will draw more distinguished faculty, 
as well as qualified students. Changes are already 
taking place in the curriculum. Students are 
becoming more aware of their investment in a 
college education and they, of course, want a 
return on their investment. They want to be 
adequately prepared for "life after Rollins." Most 
students acknowledge the importance and advant- 
ages of a liberal arts education; however, they do 
want to specialize to a certain degree. In order to 
satisfy this demand, the faculty has planned new 
courses and is making the existing courses more 
demanding and comprehensive. These programs 
have greatly improved the academic quality of the 
College. 
The faculty's most recent innovation has been 
the "traveling road show." This program brings the 
professor into the living units in order to discuss 
important issues, such as human equality and 
presidential campaign techniques. It provides an 
opportunity for students to speak with and relate to 
their professors, in a setting apart from the 
classroom. While bridging the communication gap 
between faculty and students, it also improves the 
academic atmosphere of the College. 
Rollins' admission policy is evidence that the 
College is becoming extremely competitive and has 
improved   its   academic   quality.   This   trend   is 
essential for the advancement of the College, as a 
more selective admissions policy improves its 
reputation, which in turn attracts more qualified 
students. Scholarships are important as a means of 
drawing qualified students. The admission policy 
will continue its prograssive trend, and in turn will 
contribute to the advancement of the College. 
I must relate the amazing changes that have 
occurred on the campus. A new music building, a 
new art center, a new physical plant, a new pool 
and a new language center are a few of the 
additions to our Spanish American architectural 
oasis. Capital development has always been 
evidence of an expanding academic institution, and 
from what I have heard, more development is 
planned. 
As you can see Rollins College is changing its 
image. This continued advancement is essential for 
Rollins' existence because stagnation is a fore- 
shadowing of gradual decay. As most of you know, 
a students tuition doesn't cover the cost of a 
student's education. As I see it, our responsibility 
as an alumnus is to help cover the deficit incurred 
in educating the students now attending Rollins, 
just as each generation of alumni has for past 
generations of students. No specified contribution 
is asked; however, every little bit helps. I would 
remind you that it is a responsibility and it should be 
fulfilled wholeheartedly. Your contributions can 
and will assist Rollins in continuing its progress. 
Cornell Fine Arts Center 
By: PAMELA HURLBERT BUSTER '66 
Ground breaking ceremonies for the George D. 
and Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts Center were held 
August 3, 1976. Dr. Fred Hicks, Executive 
Assistant to Dr. Critchfield, stated that official 
dedication ceremonies are scheduled for February 
of 1978. The structure, however, is expected to be 
completed in April of this year. At that time the 
undergraduate and Creative Arts Departments will 
be able to utilize the classroom, studio and office 
facilities. The extensive outdoor courtyard and 
lakefront areas have also been designed for use for 
college functions. The process of landscaping and 
in-gathering of the fine art collection will not be 
complete until February of next year. 
The existing Morse Gallery has been rededicated 
the Jeannette McKean Gallery in honor of her 
support and leadership in acquiring the fine arts 
collection of the college. This structure has 
undergone renovation, with additional galleries as 
8 
part of the new Art Center. 
A gift of $500,000.00 from Harriet and George 
Cornell provided the springboard for the creation of 
the $1.2 million Art Center. Mrs. Warren Hume, a 
Rollins Alumna, also made a major gift to the 
Center. One of the galleries in the Center will be 
named in honor of her father, Mr. William F. Yust, 
Sr., Head Librarian at Rollins from 1931-42 and 
Librarian Emeritus from 1942-47. Mr. Yust 
received the Rollins Decoration of Honor in 1944. 
Dr. Hicks noted happily that all construction 
costs of the structure are now fully paid for. He 
also remarked that several major areas of the 
Cornell Fine Arts Center are still to be named and 
that the college is still seeking further funds for 
endowment of the structure. Through the benefac- 
tion of Rose Skillman of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, 
the college will be receiving funds to endow 
maintenance and other annual costs of the Center. 
Enhancing the entranceway to what will be one 
of the most beautiful buildings in Florida, are the 
very excellent Victorian stained glass windows 
given by Mrs. Genevieve Goodwin of Hartford, 
Connecticut, a Patron of the College. 
The exhibition galleries, designed to be function- 
al as well as elegant, will feature a fine arts 
collection of real significance. Among the many 
excellent selections will be the Myers Collection of 
European Paintings and the Sullivan Collection of 
Bronzes. The college has a small but very fine 
collection of American paintings including works by 
Thomas Sully, Anna Mary Robertson [Grandma 
Moses], Childe Hassam, John Frederick Kensett 
and George Inness among others. In addition, the 
Smith Watch Key collection, one of the most 
extensive of its kind, will be relocated from the A. 
G. Bush Science Center to the new Art Center. 
According to Dr. Hicks, the Cornell Fine Arts 
Center, upon completion, will have a major impact 
on the fine art offerings of this area. The facilities 
and exhibits available are expected to increase the 
enrollment of Fine Arts Majors as well as enhance 
the appreciation of fine art for students in other 
curriculums. 
The community as well as the college is eagerly 
awaiting completion of this beautiful structure. 
NEW WINDOWS 
By:  PAMELA HURLBERT BUSTER W 
Last summer, Mr. Charles S. Hayes of Chicago, 
Illinois, presented Rollins with three sections of 
signed Tiffany windows. The panels, measuring 11 
by 15 feet, were originally installed in 1929 in the 
Greely Presbyterian Church in St. Louis, Missouri. 
The central panel is a massive Christ figure with 
the side panels depicting religious scenes. Natural 
divisions from both the medallion sides are now 
installed in the showcase windows of the Roy E. 
Crummer School of Finance and Business 
entrance lounge. Other segments not utilized in 
Crummer will be on display in the new Cornell Fine 
Arts Center. 
Breathtaking and magnetic are the only words to 
describe the beauty of these panels. 
Club News 
The November Rollins Club meeting featured a 
luncheon at Lilly Tang's School of Oriental 
Cooking. Alums and guests enjoyed the food and 
gained a few tips on how to cook oriental style. 
****** 
by: BILL GORDON, '51 
The "Alumni Road Show" made stops in Boston, 
Greenwich and New York City since our last report 
to the alumni constituency. 
Dr. Jack Critchfield and Bill Gordon, '51, made a 
three day trip to Boston and Greenwich in early 
November. Ted and Barbara Alfond, '71, Peter 
Alfond, '75, and Karen Benson, '75, graciously 
hosted a very successful party in Boston at the 
Parker House on November 4th with 75 alumni, 
parents and guests attending. We would like to list 
all the alumni attending area meetings but space 
will not permit. 
As in Boston, Dr. Critchfield spoke briefly about 
the needs and the strengths of the college to 
another enthusiastic group at the Greenwich area 
party. Some 50 alumni and parents attended the 
party hosted by Kirk and Cece Kirkorian, '69-'71 
and Joy and Terry Wood '69-'75 at the WeeBrun 
Country Club in Darien on November 5. The 
evening was topped off by a dinner party at the 
Kirkorian's following the cocktail reception. 
Dr. Critchfield was pleased with the attendance 
at these two area parties and very happy to have 
visited with so many alumni and parents. At each 
party he was greeted by many recent graduates 
eager to know how things were going at the 
campus. 
The same experience occured again in New 
York City. Twenty-two recent graduates (graduated 
within the last 4 years) were among the 120 alumni, 
parents and guests attending the New York City 
Clubs' party at the Cornell Club on December 2nd. 
Jim and Leslie Levy, '61, were our hosts with 
Nancy Cushman Baldwin, '35, being the honored 
guest. The highlight of the evening was the 
presentation of the Distinguished Alumnus Medal 
to Mrs. Baldwin by Dr. Critchfield, representing the 
Board of Directors of the Association 
****** 
ROLLINS CLUB 
The Rollins Club hosted a "Football Fiesta" on 
the 27th of November for 125 Alumni and guests. 
Following the Bloody Mary Party at the Alumni 
House, all the merrymakers boarded buses for a 
trip to the new Tangerine Bowl to view the Miami- 
Florida football game. 
The annual Children's Christmas party was held 
on the 19th of December in the newly decorated 
Student Center. Over 40 children were entertained 
by a magician, a clown and Santa. This event is 
held annually as a benefit for migrant children in 
the Central Florida area. 
The Alumni Association hosted a luncheon 
honoring the basketball team and Coach Jucker at 
the Alumni House on December 28th. Forty-five 
alumni and guests were present to enjoy the 
fellowship with team members, and to meet 
Cincinnati Reds pitcher, Jack Billingham. 
The "Alumni Road Show" now turns to the 
Florida circuit with plans to go to Palm Beach, 
Delray Beach - Boca Raton, Ft. Lauderdale - 
Hollywood, Miami and Naples. A meeting in the 
Tampa - Clearwater - St. Petersburg area is also 
planned. This tour begins in February, ending in 
mid-March. 
Ohio Alums can look for us sometime in April 
with a party in Cincinnati. 
For Alumni on the West Coast, I plan to tour 
California, Oregon and Washington in August. I 
would appreciate hearing from alumni in these 
states regarding making arrangements for alumni 
parties. . 
****** 
The Atlanta Club sponsored a "beer bust" for 
area alumni, parents and friends following the 
Rollins-Oglethorpe University basketball game 
December 4th. Joe Haraka, '59 and Mrs. Dolores 
Attard Wilkinson, '62 hosted the affair. The party 
was sincerely appreciated by the team and 
coaches. Our "Tars" fought a tough opponent 
down to the wire for a great win. 
What's Happening at the A.R.T.? 
By:  PAMELA HURLBERT BUSTER  '66 
A lot! And that's not all...there's a whole lot more 
yet to be done! 
Walk in the front door of the Annie Russell and 
you're immediately caught up in an atmosphere of 
new life. Scenic Designer, Dale Amlund felt that in 
order to concentrate the audience's attention more 
fully on the actors and the stage, the Annie Russell 
should change her make-up. Though there were 
some who made disquieting remarks in the 
beginning, Amlund proved them wrong. The 
A.R.T.'s new make-up is composed of full, rich 
earth tones of beige and chocolate for the walls 
and columns and brick and red for the carpeting 
and seating. The sensations that reach you are of 
elegance and sophistication. 
Immediately after the curtain went down on the 
latest production December 11th, the old chairs 
were removed and sold and the old carpeting taken 
up. Before the next production (Death of a 
Salesman) opens on January 27th, the re-painting 
will be complete; the new carpeting laid and the 
new continental style seating installed. 
The face lift is only the most obvious part of the 
renovation of the A.R.T. A year ago, the College 
received a grant from the Edith Bush Charitable 
Trust to replace all the original wiring from the 
stage to the basement and from the stage to the 
control booth. Additional circuits were also 
installed. The existing lighting control system 
(installed 11 or 12 years ago) will be replaced this 
summer since the theatre recently received more 
monies earmarked for this purpose. 
Dr. Robert O. Juergens, Director of the A.R.T., 
looking back on years of "holding on" with a 
system that not only had failing dimmers, ghosting 
lights and no replacement parts but also required 
emergency adjustments during performances was 
understandibly "rejoicing" that a new system was 
on its way. 
Tieing in with the new control system is a 
"lighting catwalk" unobtrusively installed in the 
ceiling above the audience. This will allow use of 
beam or cove lighting effects. 
Another phase of the renovation will be an 
addition to the front, North side of the building 
located on the outside of the present wall. This will 
house a new box office and restrooms since the 
present facilities on both counts are much too 
small. Next will be the relocation of all support 
facilities (shop, storage and costume house) in an 
addition to the rear of the A.R.T. At that time the 
stage right area will be enlarged so that the new 
structure will wrap around the back and side of the 
existing building. This enlargement will include new 
faculty offices, classrooms, rehearsal rooms and 
studios for the design arid drafting classes. 
The last phase of all will be the addition of a new 
experimental theatre on the present site of "Fred 
Stone" and "Bingham Hall." 
Dr. Juergens stated that when all is completed 
there will be "no basic change in the kind of thing 
we do but there will be a change in the amount of 
things we do. The new facilities will not enlarge our 
production capabilities but will make the production 
easier and enhance the caliber of the presenta- 
tions. We have been limping along for some years 
with less than adequate facilities and now these 
facilities are going to be brought up to standard. 
The new lighting control system will give us much 
greater flexibility and the new sound system put in 
last year gives us much greater potential. We will 
be able to enlarge our capabilities in terms of 
artistry." 
The renovations of the A.R.T. will give the 
College and the commjjnity much more pleasure in 
terms of quality productions. More importantly, the 
revamping will certainly attract more Theatre Arts 
and Speech majors to the College community. 
it 
Ideal Student — Ideal Professor 
According to one Webster's dictionary, an 
IDEAL is "a standard of excellence." Susan 
Harriman and Sharon Hawley, both of the Class of 
'79, sought the answer to the question "What is an 
Ideal Student/Teacher?" in the following article 
which appeared in the November 12th edition of 
the Rollins Sandspur. 
Professors from various departments at Rollins 
were questioned as to what they considered to be 
the qualities of the Ideal Student! 
Dr. Ed Cohen (English): "The Ideal student is 
one who has the initiative to work beyond the 
demands of the general course requirement. One 
who is willing to ask a question even if it is just as 
the ciass is about to recess. The Ideal student 
challenges and places intellectual demands on a 
professor, not be being brilliant, but through hard 
work." 
Dr. Mary Ann Henderson (Biology): "The Ideal 
student shows a real interest in a subject, asks 
interesting questions and does extra reading. This 
student demonstrates a sense of knowledge by 
being able to use an argumentative twist in a test 
answer, so showing the full scope of understanding 
of the test question. The Ideal student should not 
be so competitive that this spirit interferes with 
student relationships or becomes the negative 
characteristic of one-uping the professor." 
Dr. Raymond Roth (Mathematics): "The Ideal 
student is one who has a desire to learn, who has 
broad interests; but is able to focus on a particular 
subject. Athletes seem to be good students 
because they have to know how to budget their 
time between sports and academics, as well as 
having experienced face to face competition. It is 
good to have competition and to be aware how one 
stands among fellow students. The Ideal student in 
college should have real motivation to learn and to 
experience that which only college can give." 
Mrs. Carolyn Planck (Communications): "The 
Ideal student is a glorious myth, but if such a 
paragon were a reality I would hope that the person 
would have the following attributes within their 
control. Age is irrelevant but maturity is essential. 
Dedication to learning and development at all 
levels throughout a lifetime is vital. I admire the 
student who is open to new ideas and is willing to 
take risks to examine new ways and ideas. An Ideal 
student should be willing to consider the ideas of 
others. . .consider them reflectively and thoroughly 
without blind acceptance or rejection. This student 
should be willing to work to achieve a goal and 
should be unafraid of digging into a topic or going 
beyond the minimum. Self-discipline and responsi- 
bility are additional characteristics for the Ideal. 
Integrity is mandatory. I feel that it is vital that such 
a person be open, flexible and aware of their 
environment. This should be a caring, sharing 
individual who is curious, alert and aware. The 
Ideal student should be an alive person who 
realizes that learning is a lifetime experience. He 
or she should be a consciensious, responsible and 
able academic scholar but should also be realistic 
enough to realize that not all education is to be 
found in books." 
Dr. Ed Danowitz (Russian): "The Ideal student 
seeks out participation in academic and living 
experiences in college. The student selects 
courses for interest and personal improvement, 
and not necessarily for grades. He or she desires 
to participate with other students in varied learning 
experiences, student activities and outside interest 
programs. This person is one who gives from 
themself those qualities which are best, and still 
receives from other students those experiences 
that can best be shared. The Ideal student is 
considerate of the objectives of others but is strong 
in fulfilling their own. This student respects the 
talents of the faculty and administration and works 
to make himself or herself, as well as the college, 
more esteemed." 
Dr. Daniel DeNicola (Philosophy): "The Ideal 
student must have initiative and an independence 
of judgement. The student should fit within the 
image of the "scholar idea": the student sees 
himself or'herself as a scholar, and as a part of the 
community as such. This person considers the 
opinions of others seriously and is challenged to 
communicate on and resolve a disagreement, 
while recognizing the differences. It is an art to be 
a learner; some are natural students, while others 
have to work hard to learn. The Ideal student has 
the willingness to call others to account." 
Students have many ideas as to what charac- 
teristics should be included in the list that 
comprises the Ideal teacher. Here are what some 
students at Rollins believe would be the Ideal 
Teacher. 
"Relates to the students and communicates on 
their level. They shouldn't be business-like, but 
friendly, and should conduct an informal, loose 
classroom.. Teaching directly from the book is 
definitely not a characteristic of an Ideal teacher, 
and they should also not think that their course is 
the one and only class in the whole world." 
"An Ideal teacher would take attendance and 
make sure you do the work. The teacher should be 
intelligent, but be able to relate to the students. 
Allowance for individual interpretation is also very 
important." 
"If a teacher were Ideal there would not be a lot 
of pressure on you for tests and papers. 
Attendance wouldn't be required, but would be left 
up to the student's discretion. Being excited about 
the course and not dealing exclusively with the text 
would make an Ideal teacher." 
"The Ideal teacher would be willing to help after 
class, have the ability to explain the material and 
always be prepared for class." 
"The teacher should give ample time to answer 
questions about the material being studied. They 
should understand that you also have other courses 
to do work for. Humor, and variety in teaching 
make the class interesting and should be used. The 
students as a majority should have a say in how the 
class is run, but the teacher should have the final 
decision." 
"To me, the Ideal teacher would be open and 
talk to the students on a mature level whenever 
possible. They shouldn't assume that all the 
students are comprehending the material just to 
keep up with the schedule. This person should take 
teaching seriously but that doesn't mean speaking 
in a monotone. An Ideal teacher would have a good 
review before the test, instead of going over it after 
the test." 
"Rollins is a small school and therefore an Ideal 
teacher here should have a good, personal 
relationship with the students, and not treat us like 
a number. A willingness to offer time in and out of 
class to all students is really important. The 
teacher should encourage discussions in class and 
not just taking notes so that the students can 
express themselves. This way there would be an 
interaction of ideas between the teacher and 
students, and the students themselves." 
Many varied characteristics were listed by both 
student and teacher in describing the Ideal. Not so 
surprising was the fact that openness, awareness, 
caring, and a sense of responsibility were traits 
listed in common for both. 
Rollins is fortunate to have so many students and 
teachers alike who do possess those qualities. 
Surdna Challenges (cont.) 
We realize that this "good news" comes late in 
our current campaign, leaving us five months to 
meet the challenge. We also realize many alumni 
have made their contribution to this year's Annual 
Fund. We ask these loyal supporters to make an 
additional contribution. We view the situation 
before us not as a "challenge," but as an 
"opportunity" to stimulate a positive response from 
alumni. 
Alumni participation in the Annual Fund over the 
past two years has steadily improved, reaching 
1,700 donors last year. We estimate that 2,500 
alumni, an additional 800 donors, must contribute 
to the FY 76-77 campaign for us to meet our goal 
and receive all of the Surdna grant. A total of 
$146,000 of "unrestricted" funds must be received 
by June 30, 1977. As of December 3, 1976, we 
have received $74,200 in "unrestricted" gifts. We 
are halfway there. 
The Board of Directors of the Association, Dr. 
Jack B. Critchfield, the Rollins community and the 
students studying here ask for your support. 
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Each dollar donated does have meaning. Just as 
it takes many grains of sand to create a beautiful 
Florida beach, it will take many gifts of varying 
sizes to realize our goal of additional support for 
students. 
Please step to the fore and give a darn - give a 
buck. 
Some comments we have received from alumni 
regarding the Surdna Foundation grant are these: 
"Nag, Nag, but it works. Congratulations on the 
matching fund. That is a real incentive." 
"The Surdna Matching Fund is a good idea. I 
have not been contributing to Rollins, but I cannot 
ignore this request, considering the scholarship aid 
which / got and which made it possible for me to 
attend when there were no other colleges in the 
area." 
"You are all doing a wonderful job at Rollins and 
we know that this contribution will be put to good 
use." 
"I have already contributed this year - but want 
to make an effort to increase that to help meet this 
new challenge." 
Again, we ask each alum to: "give a darn - 
give." 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Dr. Alan Nordstrom was elected President of the 
Florida College English Association. Dr. Nordstrom 
is Associate Professor of English here at Rollins. 
CORRECTION 
We regret the omission of Gary A. Shiffrin, '75, 
S.C.E from the Honor Roll of Donors, published in 
the last Record. 
Class News 
FORTY PLUS 
'If 
Sara Yancey Belknap, currently living in Winter 
Park, Florida, is active keeping the archives for the 
Edythe Bush Theatre in Orlando. 
'22 
Word comes from Hendersonville, North Caro- 
lina, that through the efforts and influence of 
Evelyn Haynes, a new picnic section dubbed 
"Stonehenge" was opened in September in 
Carolina Village Park...a one acre park for 
recreation and relaxation. 
'30 
Received word that Anita Cross Bingham left in 
November for Pakistan to live and work for six 
months. 
'31 
Dorothy Hartridge Lewter was recently named 
director of the Alpha Memorial Fund of Phi Mu 
National Collegiate Fraternity. She will be kept 
busy with this new occupation as well as her work 
as a volunteer worker for arthritis, the YMCA and 
her Presbyterian church activities. 
'33 
Thelma Van Buskirk Douglass writes us that 
since her husband, Henry, retired last year they 
have been active traveling extensively, with trips to 
Scotland, Ireland, Spain and the Canary Islands 
already under their belts. They have plans for 
excursions to.Portugal, Norway and a Baltic cruise. 
'36 
William M. Fletcher writes that since retirement 
last year from Penn Central Transportation 
Company, he is currently active in Thresholds, Inc. 
of Delaware County. This is a volunteer organiza- 
tion which devotes its time and talents to the 
teaching of decision making skills to the inmates of 
the county prison at Thornton, Pennsylvania. 
Marlen Eldredge Nuemann sends word that she 
and husband, Robert, are temporarily living in 
Washington, D.C. and enjoying America again 
since he resigned his post as U.S. Ambassador to 
Morocco. 
THE FORTIES 
'42 
Evelyn Boland Hill writes that she is moving to 
Wichita, Kansas, to be near son Patrick and 
grandson Hamilton. She urges any Rollins pals in 
area or coming thru to give her a call. 
'45 
Rosalind Darrow Shor reports on the happy 
festivities of the 50th wedding anniversary of Dr. 
Nathan Starr and wife Nina. Dr. Starr was 
Professor of English at Rollins from '41 to '52 and 
Chairman of the Division of English from '42 to '52. 
The event was celebrated at Dr. and Mrs. Starr's 
summer home in Chesham, New Hampshire. 
Although the Starrs requested that gifts be omitted, 
Rosalind and husband Louis presented them with a 
scroll indicating that 50 trees were planted in Israel 
as a living memorial of their anniversary. 
'47 
Lois Adams Stipick reports that she recently 
received her Masters Degree from Georgia State 
University. She was treated to a celebration dinner 
by her children. 
'48 
Robert J. McKennan is Assistant Attorney 
General for the New York State Department of 
Law. He writes that son Kevin is a 3rd year student 
at Albany Medical College and daughter Maureen a 
1st year student at Russell Sage College. 
Edwin D. Little, a Senior Research Chemist for 
Allied Chemical, was presented with a silver bowl 
and tray signifying his achievement of 25 U.S. 
Patents at the company's Second Annual Patents 
Awards Recognition Program. He is credited with 
27 patents, many of which are in the areas of 
phenol, monomers and oximes. 
THE FIFTIES 
'50 
Joyce Yeomans Dreier writes that son David is a 
graduate of Claremont Mens College, daughter 
Denise a graduate of Principia College and 
daughter Dana a Junior at Principia. 
'51 
Fred Rogers (after spending considerable time to 
update his "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" shows for 
children) has branched off into a program geared to 
viewers in their 70's and 80's called "Old Friends, 
New Friends." Since it was hoped that the older 
children and parents would look over the small 
children's shoulders to watch "Neighborhood," he 
hopes that parents and young children will watch 
over the  grandparents'   shoulders  on  this   new 
program. Fred also has other projects going 
including "I Am, I Can, I Will", a program for 
helping handicapped children; and a "Let's Talk 
About...." series that provides help for the 
stressful times in family life. 
Peter Fay, an outstanding student athlete while 
at Rollins, has received from Congress an 
appointment as Judge in the U. S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals. New Orleans. 
'52 
1977 WILL BE YOUR 25th ANNIVERSARY 
YEAR! PLAN TO RETURN TO ROLLINS MARCH 
18, 19 and 20 FOR REUNION. THE INDUCTION 
OF THE CHARTER MEMBERS OF THE SPORTS 
HALL OF FAME WILL SHARE THE SPOTLIGHT 
WITH  YOUR REUNION CLASS. 
'57 
Joan Wilkinson Chapman and husband Asher 
have moved to Lott, Texas from Long Island, New 
York. He is a physician at a nearby V.A. hospital. 
Joan keeps busy with their 4 children, raising 
poodles and her own candle business. 
Charles B. Hartmann was recently named 
Manager, Residential Building Materials Marketing 
Division for Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp., in 
Toledo, Ohio.   . 
'58 
Evan B. and Joanne Anthony Griffith send word 
that Joanne is contemplating putting her real estate 
license to use. Evan also sends regards from his 
brother-in-law, Dr. M. L. Greenhut (assoc. 
professor of Business Administration '53-'57). Dr. 
Greenhut is now at Texas A. & M. 
Todd Persons has been tagged to fill the job as 
Court Information Officer for the 9th Judicial Circuit 
Court. 
Donald Cobb has had 2 works of choral music 
published: "Heaven Conserve Thy Course in 
Quietness" (women's chorus & viola) Galaxy Music 
Publisher and "The Springfield of the Far Future" 
(mixed chorus & piano) Lawson-Gould Music 
Publishers. Two other pieces coming out soon with 
Lawson-Gould will be "Town of American Visions" 
and "Exultation." 
'59 
Susan Allen Hayes sends word that she recently 
moved to Rye, New York. Says she spent "most 
fantastic 3 months" this past summer in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. Says she will be back 
there this spring and would like to see any alums in 
the area. 
THE SIXTIES 
'60 
Syd Abel has been the President and General 
Manager of WYRE Radio in Annapolis, Maryland, 
since September of 1975. 
Beffy Van Mater Hoadley writes that she and 
daughter Kristen received national news coverage 
2 years ago when they got together with N.O.W., 
ACLU.LWV, and urged the N.J. Legislature not to 
override the N. J. Division of Civil Rights ruling to 
allow girls to play Little League Baseball. Betty 
reports that court ruling was upheld and Kristen 
played LL for 2 years. Betty also writes that she 
recently moved to Fairhaven, N.J., where she is 
now keeping active in Planned Parenthood and 
enjoying the ocean and skiing in the Northeast. 
'61 
Mary Goodall Lancey. writes that she is now a 
free-lance advertising copywriter in Winnetka, 
Illinois. Husband Rod is Director of long range 
planning for C. D. Searle and Go., Skokie,  III. 
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Class News 
Jane Boldizar writes that she is employed by 
' Theatre Arts Program of Los Angeles as an actress 
and production coordinator. She has also appeared 
on the NBC daytime drama "Days of Our Lives". 
MARRIAGES: 
Mary Goodall to Roderic C. Lancey, November 
27,  1976. 
BIRTHS: 
To   Phyllis   and   John   E.   Lupo,   a   daughter, 
Amanda Jacquelyn, September 14,  1976. 
'62 
THIS IS YOUR 15th REUNION YEAR COMING 
UP! COME BACK TO THE COLLEGE IN MARCH 
AND SHARE  YOUR MEMORIES. 
'63 
Tom and Gwynette Grier Pittenger are going to 
Seabury Western Seminary in Evanston, Indiana. 
Tom terminated a successful career in insurance to 
enter the Episcopal priesthood. 
Richard J. Kotnour was recently promoted from 
account supervisor to Vice-President and General 
Manager of the Public Relations Division of Bill 
Dorn Associates, Minneapolis-based communica- 
tions company. 
H. William Lauterbach has been named Vice 
President - Corporate Planning for Sta-Rite 
Industries, Inc. He and wife Jean Holler ('64) and 3 
sons reside in Cedarburg, Wisconsin. 
Sarah Lyon is now the first female member of the 
Society of Real Estate Appraisers from Greens- 
boro, North Carolina. 
Dana Ivey writes that she is in her third year as 
Director of DramaTech at Georgia Tech and has 
just directed Shakespeare's "Taming of the 
Shrew." She will be playing "Hedda Gabler" at the 
Alliance Theatre in Atlanta in February, as well as 
appearing in other Alliance shows. She says she 
works closely with Fred Chappell ('64) who is now 
the Artistic Director of the Alliance Theatre. 
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MARRIAGES: 
Marilyn   Fisher   Boynton   to   Robert   DeLong, 
November 20,  1976. 
'64 
We extend our sympathy to Susan Camp Kresge 
on the loss of her father, William L. Camp III. 
BIRTHS: 
To John W. and Terri Maxwell ['65] Swanson, a 
daughter,  Rebekka Tove, June 21,  1976. 
'65 
Carol Pagelsen Prazak is now a Chaplain at River 
Region Mental Health Services in Louisville, 
Kentucky. She is attending Louisville Presbyterian 
Theological Seminary studying pastoral counseling 
and a candidate for the ministry under call of St. 
John's Presbytery. 
Robert P. Williard is the Director of Quality 
Control at Citrus World, Inc. in Lake Wales, 
Florida. 
'66 
Susan Brisco Marr, R.N. is now a charge nurse 
in a brand new 300 bed nursing home in 
Philadelphia. Having just moved to a new house, 
she writes that she and husband Alex are "awash" 
with packing boxes and paint cans. She sends her 
best to her friends of '66. 
Steven M. Milligan is not only the Dean of the 
Lower School at Cheshire Academy, he also 
coaches baseball. He has been associated with the 
academy for 10 years. 
'67 
OK CLASS OF '67, THIS IS YOUR 10th 
ANNIVERSARY! MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW TO 
RETURN AND REMINISCE WITH YOUR FRIENDS. 
BE AT REUNION '77 ON MARCH 18,  19 and 20!! 
Tim Orwick now residing in Roswell, Georgia, is 
a consultant with Management Science America, 
Inc. 
Ferdinand L. Starbuck was named Tennis 
Products Manager for the Penn Athletic Products 
Division of The General Tire & Rubber Company. 
He will be based at Penn Athletic Products 
headquarters in Jeannette, Pennsylvania. 
Alice Clement Coles and husband Walter moved 
to Amman, Jordan in November and expect to be 
there for 2 years. She reports that she won the 
Arlington County Women's Singles Championship 
this summer, her first big tournament win since 
returning to the USA. 
MARRIAGES: 
Sabra Whiting to William Baker Otteson, October 
16,  1976. 
'68 
Carlos R. Martinex is Chief Resident in the 
Department of Radiology at the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital. After leaving Rollins he entered medical 
school at Temple University and received his M.D. 
in 1972. Following 2 years of training in internal 
medicine he started Radiologic training at the 
Johns Hopkins Hospital. He and-wife Maria and 2 
children live in Reisterstown,  Maryland. 
We extend our sympathy to Donald Johnson on 
the loss of his father, David B. Johnson,  '53. 
Robert W. Creson, Winter Park office manager 
for Florida Power Corporation, has been named 
Perry District Manager. 
Lowry Watkins, Jr. writes that he is presently a 
commercial pilot in Louisville, Kentucky. He 
returned in June from Saudi Arabia where he flew 
for Saudi Arabian Airlines on a contract through 
Trans World Airlines. 
Bill McNulty is setting the town on fire since 
taking on Actors Theatre in Louisville, Kentucky. 
Wife Ronnie Clemment is the Assistant Public 
Relations Director at the theater. Bill has appeared 
in roles in "Much Ado About Nothing", "The Best 
Man", "Dickens" "A Christmas Carol" and has 
twice performed a 2'/2 hour, one-character play 
called "Judgment" by Barry Collins. 
BIRTHS: 
To Don and Kathi Jones Devane, a daughter, 
Elizabeth, October 13, 1976. 
'69 
Captain Angus M. McKinnon has been certified 
as a B-52H Stratofortress aircraft commander in 
the USAF. A pilot with more than 6 years service, 
McKinnon was upgraded after passing rigid 
academic and flying requirements. He serves at 
Kincheloe AFB, Michigan, with a unit of the 
Strategic Air Command. 
Betty Armistead, a sales representative with 
Metropolitan Life, ran for the office of Florida 
Commissioner of Insurance and State Treasurer in 
the last election. She writes that she was the first 
woman in the history of Florida to win either party's 
nomination for the State Cabinet. She spent $6,000 
plus her filing fee and in the generaj election 
received 31.5% of the votes. She says that she will 
run statewide again in 1978. 
BIRTHS:    ■ 
To Basil and Connie Hirschman Shorb, a son, 
Matthew Robert, September 2,  1976. 
'70 
Seth Feigenbaum was appointed Director of 
Memphis & Shelby Co. Arthritis Research Pro- 
gram. He presented a paper "Early Clinical 
Features Predicting Short-term Outcome in Early 
Diagnosis Rheumatoid Arthritis" to the American 
Rheumatism Association in Miami Beach. 
Edmund David Osinski, Jr., after a varied career 
as a county planner, a teacher in Germany and 
Spain, and a government training specialist, has 
now joined the Peace Corps as a volunteer working 
as a baseball coach in the South American country 
of Chile. 
Robert A. Wentworth, formerly treasury staff 
associate, with the Midrex Corporation, was 
named Manager, Project Finance, Korf Industries, 
Inc. Midrex Corporation is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Korf Industries. 
Class News 
Dick Conklin, a Special Products Rep with IBM 
writes that on November 6th, he was elected to the 
Board of Directors of the Florida Right To Life 
Committee at a meeting held in Winter Park. He 
will be organizing a state-wide fund raising drive. 
Captain Charles H. Kitchell recently graduated 
from the Squadron Officer School at Maxwell AFB, 
Alabama. He is returning to Mountain Home AFB, 
Idaho, where he serves with a unit of the Tactical 
Air Command as an F-111  aircraft commander. 
Doug Shine writes that he has recently been 
promoted to the position of Cottage Supervisor for 
a group of emotionally disturbed boys ages 12-16 
at Bellefaire Residential Treatment Center in 
Shaker Heights, Ohio. 
BIRTHS: 
To Douglas and Lona Gilliam Burnett, a 
daughter, Shannon Lynn, October 17,  1976. 
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Mona Schallau Guerrant tells us that she was 
named to the '76 United States Wightman Cup 
team to play in London against Great Britain .in 
November. 
Jeff Bestic sends word that he is now a singing 
waiter in Aspen, Colorado. 
Received word that William C. Paley is living in 
Indian Rocks Beach, Florida and acting as a yacht 
broker. 
Marcia C. "Taffy" Warner writes that she is a 
counselor/coordinator for a Manpower Program, 
Employment Program for Mature Women. She 
received her MS in Rehabilitation Counseling from 
San Diego State University in May of last year and 
is on the United Way Speaker's Bureau. Her 
lectures have included such topics as "Career 
Opportunities for Women, Assertion Training, 
Women as Professionals and Resources for 
Women in Management." 
Michele-Helene Bejarano had her first New York 
showing of paintings at the Lynn Kottler Gallery in 
1975. In October, she had her first international 
show at the Galeria Rembrandt in Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. She reports happily, that she sold almost 
50% of the work exhibited and received a lot of 
reinforcement for her work. 
Susan Johnson Woodbury lists her occupation as 
Teacher with a Masters Degree in guidance and 
counseling. 
BIRTHS: 
To Rod and Mary Tobey Cook, a son, Charles 
Stevens, June 30,  1976. 
To Charles and Susan Johnson Woodbury, a 
son, Geoffrey Stebbins, November 26, 1976. 
MARRIAGES: 
Amy Ingersoll and Stephen Schnetzer, Novem- 
ber 24,  1976. 
'72 
5th REUNION COMING UP! RETURN TO 
REUNION 77 AND CATCH UP ON ALL THE REST 
OF THE NEWS... 
Mary Hobler Hyson is a secretary, Higher 
Education Program, at Yale University. She writes 
that since leaving Rollins, she got an A.A. at Lasell 
Jr. College and a B.A. at Beaver College. She has 
taught in a Montessori School, worked as an 
inventory manager for the Federal Government and 
did part time secretarial work at the University of 
Pennsylvania. She has taken up squash seriously 
and played in 6 national tournaments last season. 
Her husband, Eric, is a Radiologist at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital. 
Richard L. Rothschild, Assistant Director TV/ 
Films, writes that he spent Christmas in the Virgin 
Islands working on "The Island of Dr. Moreau". a 
science fiction feature film for AIP and Sandy 
Howard Productions. 
John Marszalek, an attorney, was admitted to 
the Bar of the State of Illinois in October. He is 
currently in private practice in Chicago with the 
firm of Goldstein, Goldberg, and Fishman. 
Gilbert G. Klein is Environmental Writer for the 
Tampa Tribune. Wife Gail Smith ['75) received her 
Masters in English from Emory and is working on 
her Masters in Special Education at Florida 
Southern. 
'73 
James Christopher writes that he and wife, 
Paula, are now residing on a farm in northern 
Vermont in the small village of Passumpsic. He 
holds the position of Classroom Teacher and 
Principal in a rural, one-room schoolhouse where 
he teaches 16 students in grades 1-6. 
Kim S. Tuell is a Sales Representative for 
Hotpoint Major Appliances, a division of G.E. He 
services a territory that includes the Northeast 
quarter of the State of Alabama for retail business 
sales. 
Sharon Steidley Carter, a busy mother since 
birth of son Samuel Roberts III in March of '75, 
sends word that husband, Bert, passed his pre-lims 
for the Ph.D. in Economics at the University of 
Tennessee last year. 
Doris Gerathewohl is currently in her second 
year of Dental School at the University of 
Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine. She will 
be earning her dental degree in 1979. 
Mary Davis Meo graduated from Beaver College 
with a degree in Elementary Education in 
December. She plans to work part-time as a 
substitute teacher while she works on her Masters 
in Math Education. 
MARRIAGES: 
James Christopher to Paula Noble, April 22, 
1976. 
'74 
Barbara A. Barnard is now living in Valley 
Station, Kentucky and working as a special 
education teacher for the Jefferson Board of 
Education. 
Ga/7 Giesecke Kerber and husband James, took 
a vacation to Orlando and stayed a week enjoying 
deep sea fishing, a Jai-Alai game and touring the 
college campus and beautiful downtown Winter 
Park. She also writes that she is Children's 
Librarian at the Kirkwood Library, Kirkwood, 
Missouri. 
Timothy J. and wife Ellen Cox ['76] Hayes live in 
Philadelphia where he is currently enrolled in the 
sophomore class of the Temple University School 
of Medicine. Ellen works for Bonwit Teller of 
Philadelphia. 
Christopher Tully writes that he was recently 
promoted to Senior Sales Rep in downtown New 
York City with the Monroe Calculator Company. He 
is also presently attending lona College's night 
program working toward an MBA in Finance. 
Robert L. Carter has been elected President of 
the Sun Bank of South Orlando. He was elevated 
from the post of Senior Vice-President and Cashier 
to assume his new position. 
Vincent A. Bellomo expected to receive his 
Masters Degree in Public Administration from the 
University of Oklahoma in December. 
Andrea Thompson Tarcai writes that she and 
husband, Hugh, are the only married couple 
enrolled at the Colgate Rochester Divinity School. 
In their first year, they are both enrolled in the M. 
Div. Program and find it exciting to be working 
together. They are also working part time in a local 
church, sharing responsibility for the ministry to the 
youth of that church. 
Liz Eubank Crawley and husband Ken are 
moving to Stuttgart, Germany for three years, 
courtesy of the U.S. Army. 
Patti Lindsey graduated from the University of 
Georgia's School of Pharmacy in March of '76 and 
is now a registered pharmacist in Georgia. 
Currently she is in the Doctor of Pharmacy program 
at the University of Tennessee in Memphis where 
she has plans to graduate in December of this 
year. 
MARRIAGES: 
Timothy J. Hayes to Ellen M. Cox ('76), August 
28.  1976. 
'75 
Mary Beth Lowell is now a reading specialist in a 
Duxbury, Massachusetts middle school. She writes 
that she spent last year doing a Masters in Reading 
a! Harvard University and was a tennis instructor at 
Winchester Swim Club last summer. 
Darby Neptune writes that she planned to 
graduate last month from the University of Virginia 
with a Masters Degree in Counseling. She also has 
plans to return to central Florida on a job hunting 
expedition. 
Kathryn Schumacher is with Clinton E. Frank, 
Inc . of Chicago as an advertising radio/TV buyer. 
Pamela Hartford sends word that since leaving 
Rollins she toured Florida with The Florida Studio 
Theatre working with prisoners and students. She 
is finally finishing her BA at Columbia with an 
emphasis on playwriting. She is working in "off-off 
Broadway" theatres as an electrician in her spare 
time. 
Gary A. Shiffrin is presently engaged in 
formulating the only "Citizenship Education" 
course in Florida and one of the few in the U.S. It 
consists of one semester of class work involved in 
the areas of government, law, politics and 
consumer affairs. A second semester "Internship" 
program is also available in which the student will 
be released to work in the community with 
politicians, lawyers, police, etc. He is a teacher at 
Melbourne High School for the Brevard County 
School Board. 
Anne Brafa is employed by the State of Florida 
as a Social Worker in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. 
Michel A. Lavoie has completed final require- 
ments for M.A. degree in Human Relations through 
the University of Oklahoma and expacted to 
graduate in December of '76. 
Jane Wilson Marks has moved to San Mateo, 
California and is now the Administrative Assistant 
to Women Sport Stars and World Team Tennis 
Properties,  King Enterprises. 
Jeff Storer was recently appointed Executive 
Director of the Philadelphia Dance Alliance. He is 
also teaching Creative Drama for Center City 
underprivileged children and coaching actors in a 
high school production of "The Man Who Came to 
Dinner." 
Walter H. Meriwether, Jr. was named Seminole 
County School Board Internal Auditor and Risk 
Manager in October of 1976. 
Doug Hawkinson writes that he is "alive and 
breathing in Richmond, Virginia, despite the ups 
and downs of the real estate business." Doug is 
associated with Schmidt & Wilson Realtors. 
Airman Anthony K. O'Neill has graduated at 
Lackland AFB, Texas from the USAF technical 
training course for law enforcement specialists. He 
is being assigned to Clark AB, Philippines for duty 
with a unit of the Pacific Air Forces. 
Tony C. Dale and wife Donna Ronnick ('76) are 
currently living in Lawrenceville, New Jersey, 
where he is an Advertising Executive for Freemont 
Ball-Grinding Inc. 
MARRIAGES: 
Tony C. Dale and Donna Ronnick ('76), October 
16,  1976. 
'76 
Susan French Harper is living in Laveen, Arizona 
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where she is an art teacher with the Arizona State 
Rehabilitation Center. 
Clorinda Duarte Vazquez is working toward a 
Masters in Business Administration at Arizona 
State University. Husband Javier is getting his 
Masters at the American Graduate School of 
International Management in Arizona. 
Lydia Duarte has a one year scholarship with 
IBM. She is being trained to be a Systems 
Engineer. 
Staff Sergeant Johnnie D. Ainsley has reenlisted 
in the USAF at Patrick AFB, Florida. He is assigned 
to a unit of the Aerospace Defense Command. 
Hollis Stacy, an outstanding golfer while at 
Rollins, was featured in the August issue of "Golf 
Journal". Hollis appears to be setting the 'golf 
world' afire. 
THE PRECEDING NOTES ARE AS OF JANUARY 
1st. NEWS FROM ALUMNI FOLLOWING THIS 
DATE WILL APPEAR IN THE SPRING ISSUE OF 
THE RECORD. 
IN ME MORI AM 
Cyrus S. Liberman, 1948, deceased December 
6,   1976. 
David B. Johnson, 1953, deceased November 
27,  1976. 
Maurice A. Wheldon 1924, deceased January, 
1977 
Charles  V.  Roberts '27, deceased  January 27, 
1977. 
SPORTS 
Soccer Standouts 
By:  RANDY XENAKIS  73 
Rollins College soccer standouts Mike Fogle, 
Andy Leeker and Enrico Sessarego have been 
named to the 1976 All-South Soccer Team, 
according to an announcement made by Mr. 
William Shellenberger, Area Chairman for the 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America. 
Fogle, co-captain of this years Tar booters, 
joined Sessarego as the two senior performers 
selected while Leeker joins the elite squad as a 
sophomore. 
"I am very pleased with the selection of these 
three out-standing men," said Tar head coach 
Gordie Howell following the announcement. "Fogle 
and Sessarego have given one-hundred percent for 
the past four years with Leeker well on his way to 
becoming one of the finest collegiate performers in 
the country." 
The three All-South selections helped Rollins to 
their best season ever in '76 leading the Tars to a 
13-2 record and a berth in the NCAA Division II 
Soccer Tournament. 
The only Rollins setback during the regular 
season came in the opening game which resulted 
in a 1-0 defeat at the hands of the University of 
Maryland at Baltimore County. From that point on 
the Tar contingent notched 13 consecutive 
victories which included wins over national powers 
South Florida, Florida International, Miami and the 
University of Baltimore. 
New Cincinnati Kids Plus One 
New Gncinnati Kids Plus One 
(Left to Right) Bob Klusman, Kyle Rich, Bob Morris, Gncinnati Reds Pitcher, Jack Billingham, Tom Durkee, 
Tim Mahoney. 
The Rollins College Alumni Association Hosted a luncheon honoring the basketball team and 
Coaches Ed Jucker and Mark Friedinger on the 28th of December. Over forty alumni gathered at 
the Alumni House to hear Coach Jucker introduce the team and expand on the up-coming Tangerine 
Bowl Tournament play.  Jack Billingham, pitches for the Cincinnati Reds, was a special guest telling 
those gathered a few baseball stories and making comments on recent baseball trades. 
The Rollins defense recorded an uncanny ten 
shutouts, breaking the former record set back in 
1973 when the Tar kickers secured six shutouts. 
Rollins rookie goalie Dale Smith combined with 
his defensemen to allow only six opponent goals in 
'76 breaking the 1960 mark of seven conversions 
for all Tar opponents. 
In addition to the All-South performers, the 
Rollins booters were led by St. Louis standout Lew 
Moceri. Moceri, in his first year as a Tar booter, led 
the team in goals scored with six. Moceri saw 
constant action in all 15 Tar contests. Sophomore 
Tom Meyer, who took only seven shots on goal all 
season, made five of them count as he would up 
number two in the scoring column. Marty Wiman, 
Chris Mueller and John Byrne netted three apiece 
while Bill McCalmont and co-captain John Webbert 
hit for two conversions each. 
In NCAA post-season tournament action the 
Tars hosted the powerful Bees of the University of 
Baltimore in Round One securing a hard-fought 2-0 
shutout which advanced Rollins to the Second 
Round with Loyola University as the opponent. 
Following the first 90 minutes of play on the 
Loyola campus the contest was deadlocked at 0-0. 
What followed was a sudden death overtime period 
which again failed to produce a conversion for 
either side. It was not until the second overtime 
period began that Loyola capitalized and handed 
Rollins a 1-0 setback - only the second of the 
season for the young Tars. 
For Loyola the season was not over. The 
perennial soccer powers went on to win the NCAA 
Division II Title in Seattle, Washington. 
For Rollins, the season was highly successful. It 
marked the greatest and perhaps one of the most 
exciting seasons since soccer was initiated at 
Rollins in 1956. 
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the 1976 
team is that they started out as a "rebuilding 
group." A group, which for the most part, will 
return in '77 to pick-up where they left off. 
\ ■? WmlMfflilllimlim 
by BILL LOVING 
Director of Student Aid and Placement 
Many alumni watched as the Rollins Tars Soccer 
Team advanced into the Division II Regional 
championship game played in Baltimore on 
November 20. Rollins lost 1-0 in the second, 
sudden-death overtime. The event was attended by 
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a crowd estimated at 3,000. 
Traveling in from Pittsburgh was Skip Yakopec, 
who is now working for IBM. From Philadelphia, 
where he is attending Villanova's Law School, was 
Fred Lauten. John and Joyce Ross drove up from 
Washington, along with Sandy Gordon and Barry 
Coombs. Lt. Richard Spencer, USMC, was there 
along with C.C. Sloan, Bob Boyle, Ted Northrup, 
Jack Pritchett and reportedly several others not 
identified by name. Over 60 Rollins soccer fans 
attended the game, several flying or driving up 
from Winter Park for the event. 
The just ended season has been one of the most 
outstanding in Rollins Soccer history. After 
dropping a 1-0 decision to the University of 
Maryland - Baltimore County in the opening game, 
the Tars went on to win 13 straight and set a new 
record for shut-outs. Led by Freshman goalkeeper 
Dale Smith, the previous record of 6 shutouts in 
one season was shattered as the tight defense 
raised the record to 10. In addition, there was not a 
Rollins loss this year on the Sandspur. 
Only five seniors were on this year's total squad, 
which means that the returning group will be strong 
and experienced. Rollins won its first match in the 
NCAA play-offs, defeating the University of 
Baltimore 2-0 on Nov. 13 in Winter Park. 
Athletics—Rollins Women 
By:  LYNN  WELCH  78 
Since the inception of Rollins College, women 
have had their share of attention, but as the years 
go by, women in sports are obtaining more and 
more notice. With each new year, the competition 
seems to get tougher, and the schedule heavier but 
Rollins seems to cope and succeed with its ability 
to attract outstanding women athletes. This fall 
proved to be particularly busy in women's sports. 
The varsity tennis team, coached by Virginia 
Mack and Norm Copeland finished a successful fall 
season with a 5-0 record in match play. Rollins 
placed first out of seventeen schools in the 
Louisiana State University Invitational Tourney, 
which proved to be the highlight of the season. 
Freshman DeeDee Davis of Jacksonville, Florida 
led Rollins to victory by defeating the #1 and #4 
seeds on her way to winning the title. 
Nancy Yeargin, team captain and #1 player for 
the second consecutive year is another valuable, 
asset to the squad. She is currently ranked #7 
nationally in women's doubles with partner Candy 
Reynolds of the University of Tennessee. Yeargin 
has been a member of the Junior Federation Cup 
for the past  two years.  She  also qualified  and 
Parsons Boosts Cagers 
By:  RANDY XENAKIS  '73 
Senior co-captain and a local Winter Park High 
School graduate, Gary Parsons has managed to 
net, on the average, an incredible 26 points per 
game for the first ten contests of the '76-77 
campaign. Parsons deadly shooting ability has led 
the Tars to a 8-2 mark. He has been high scorer in 
nine of the ten contests. 
"I feel much more confident and relaxed this 
year," said Parsons who, for the past three years 
has played in the shadow of the "Cincinnati Kids." 
"I look for the good percentage shot and let the 
rest take care of itself." 
Parsons has indeed waited for the percentage 
shot, hitting better than half of the one's he tosses 
up. To date, the communications major has hit 89 
of 167 for a .546 clip - the best on the squad. 
Hovering just a shade over 6'5", Parsons has 
pulled in 62 rebounds averaging 7.8 per outing - 
another area in which the lankv All-America 
candidate takes top honors. 
"There is no doubt he is the key to our offense," 
admits veteran coach Ed Jucker. "He contributed 
greatly fo our past successes and was usually 
overlooked because of the Cincinnati performers. 
With the graduation of the Cincinnati Kids Parsons 
is getting more recognition - as he should." 
According to Jucker, Parsons is one of the ten 
best basketball players he has ever coached. 
Among that elite "top ten" stands Oscar Robertson 
who Jucker says was perhaps the greatest. 
Heralded as one of the top and most consistent 
forwards in the State of Florida, Parsons concluded 
the '75-'76 campaign as the team's second highest 
scorer averaging 14.9 points per game. He had the 
best field goal percentage (.581) netting 157 of 270 
attempts. 
VARSITY WOMEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE 1977 
GOLD TEAM 
Jan. 14-16 FTA Hardcourt Championship Rollins College 
Thur. Feb. 10 University of Florida Home 2:00 p.m 
Sat. Feb. 12 Florida State University Home 10:30 a.m 
Sat. Feb. 19 University of Miami Away 10:30 a.m 
Mon. Feb. 28 LSU Home 10:30 a.m 
Mar. 2 - 5 FSU Invitational Tournament Tallahassee, Fla. 
Mar. 9 University of South Florida Away 2:00 p.m 
Tues. Mar. 15 University of Pennsylvania J. Newcombe Center 3:00 p.m 
Thur. Mar. 17 N. E. Lousiana University Home 10:30 a.m 
Sun. Mar. 20 University of Miami Home 1:00 p.m 
Tues. Mar. 22 Ohio State University Home 10:30 a.m 
Mar. 31 - Apr. 2 Florida Collegiate Championships Tampa, Florida 
Sat. April 9 University of Miami Away 10:30 a.m 
Apr. 14-17 Southern Collegiate Championships Columbus, Miss. 
Sat. April 23 University of South Florida Home 10:30 a.m 
Sat. Apr. 30 University of Florida Away 10:30 a.m 
May 29 - USTA National Collegiate 
Championships 
University of Arizona 
Tempa, Arizona 
reached the second round of the U.S.  Open at 
Forest Hills last summer. 
"The team's depth is unbelievably strong and 
consistent through the top twelve" remarked Ginny 
Mack. "It is very possible that we could be 
undefeated in match play." 
In golf the Rollins women started their season by 
placing fifth out of 16 teams in the Ladies Seminole 
Invitational in Tallahassee. Terri Thoreson a junior 
from Seattle. Washington was low scorer for the 
Tars and placed 5th individually out of a field of 
eighty women. Rollins went on to win Division 2 in 
the Hollywood Lakes Invitational Golf Tourney and 
placed third overall out of eight teams. Freshman 
Julia Sherry came in second in Division 2 play and 
placed fifth overall out of fifty players. 
'Rollins could have as good a golf team as any 
team in the South if we could get all our better 
players on the golf course at once," commented 
Head Coach Joe Justice. "Once we do that and if 
we can, we should win." 
Julia Sherry led the team in low scores acquiring 
20th place out of sixty women at the Lady Gator 
Invitational in Gainesville. Rollins placed 7th out of 
twelve teams to end their fall season. 
Due to a great amount of interest, women's 
varsity volleyball was brought back to Rollins this 
year "It's the first team we've had since 1974," 
said Coach Peggy Jamigan. "I'm very enthused 
and pleased with the interest shown and with the 
desire of the team to learn and compete." Led by 
veteran Sallie Poyston of Pennsylvania, the squad 
showed a lot of talent and potential. They 
competed in the small college division and 
compiled an 8-12 record. Kent Walton and Ginny 
Guyton played crucial roles with their all-around 
olfensive and defensive games. With the interest 
and skill shown this year, Coach Jamigan is 
optimistic for next year's season. 
This year's basketball team is led by captain 
Lynn Welch of South Portland. Maine. Welch, a 
junior, is averaging 20 pts. a game. The major 
characteristic of the squad, is a short but quick 
team. There are eight veterans and seven 
newcomers. Freshman guard Ann Mooney of 
Bangor, Maine is a valuable strength averaging 15 
pts a game. The Tars have a 2-3 record'with a 
busy schedule ahead. "The team has a great 
amount of talent and ability which reflects the 
quality programs that the high schools are 
developing throughout the country," stated Coach 
Ginny Mack. "With the desire to excel that they 
display, I'm sure we will have a successful 
season." 
Crew is in its third year at Rollins. This fall 
proved to be one for conditioning the crew and 
doing land drills. Dora Carrion is one of the five 
-eturning oars women who should prove helpful in 
•luiding the team to success. Although the 
schedule doesn't get underway until March, Coach 
Jim Lyden feels that with the experience gained 
last year along with the big fall turnout, the crew 
team should be much stronger. 
The water ski team faired well in competition 
under the coaching of Paul Harris. Competing with ' 
fourteen other schools, Rollins finished first with 
6.385 pts. over Florida Southern University (6,305 
pts.) at the Rollins 7th Annual Fall Intercollegiate 
Water Ski Tourney. Rollins placed first in tricks and 
second in the slalom and jumping events. Jean 
Corson, a freshman from Sparta, New Jersey 
placed second in all events. Corson also proved to 
be the standout in the St. Petersburg 3rd Annual 
Fall Intercollegiate Tourney. Rollins placed second 
to Florida Southern University. Seniors DeeDee 
Davis of Fort Lauderdale and Julia Coyle of 
Charleston, West Virginia helped lead their team to 
a second place finish in the Florida Southern Fifth 
Annual Fall Intercollegiate Tourney to wrap up a 
successful fall season. Coach Harris is optimistic 
and stated, "This year it looks like we'll win all the 
marbles in both the men's and women's division." 
T5 
NANCY YEARGIN 
Nancy Yeargin, a Senior from Greenville, South Carolina is 
a Business Administration major. 
Nancy is ranked #1 in the South in women's singles, and #1 
in women's doubles. She also holds a #7 national ranking in 
women's doubles with Candy Reynolds. 
Nancy began playing tennis at the age of ten and has 
compiled an impressive list of tournament wins and awards. 
Her most current achievements include being chosen as a 
member of the Junior Wightman Cup Team in 1975, the Junior 
Federation Cup Team in 1976, a member of the All-American 
1976 Team and competitor at the U.S. Open at Forest Hills this 
past summer. 
Not limiting herself to athletics, Nancy is a Sidney Sullivan 
Scholar and was selected to be among those chosen for Who's 
Who in American Colleges" in 1976. 
(Left to Right) Kneeling: Edjucher (Head Coach), BobKlusman, Tim Mahoney, Brian Campbell, Jay Colling, 
Steve Jucker, Steve Campbell, Mark Friedinger (Ass't Coach). Stanking: Tom Durkee, Bob Zyburt, Kyle Rich, 
Tom Oren, Gary Parsons, Dirk Twine, Bob Morris, Ron Jenkins. 
New Tax Reform Act Affects You... 
... and Your Giving 
In October 1976, former President Gerald Ford 
signed into law the most sweeping tax reform in 
decades. The new law, effective January 1, 1977 
means most persons will need to review their will 
and their estate plan in order to assure maximum 
benefit. Rollins College is pleased to share some of 
these new tax pointers as a service to its friends. A 
free booklet is available upon request. 
Gifts of Cash There is nothing in the new law 
which directly affects cash giving. A donor may still 
deduct the value of his gift up to 50% of his 
adjusted gross income. The five-year carryover 
provision remains, which allows a giver to carry 
forward excess deductions into five additional tax 
years if necessary. 
Gifts of Stock There is a change here which may 
affect giving, relating to the holding period for 
appreciated stocks. Earnings from property which 
has increased in value (called capital gains) is 
taxed at a lower"rate than ordinary income if it has 
been held for a certain period of time. The new law 
has increased that holding period from the former 
six months, to nine months in 1977, and from nine 
months to 12 months in 1978. The same rules for 
the new holding period apply to all gifts of 
appreciated property, including stocks, bonds, real 
estate, and the like. 
Gifts of Corporate Inventories The Tax Reform 
Act of 1969 had limited the deduction of inventory 
property to the corporation's cost basis. Under the 
new law, corporations will be allowed to deduct the 
cost basis PLUS one-half of the appreciation in the 
property. 
Gifts of Life Insurance This is still a practical and 
convenient way to give, and the tax implications 
remain the same as under the old law. 
Gifts which Provide an Income for the Giver The 
charitable deduction for these types of gifts 
continues just as before. There are current income 
tax deductions available in the year of the gift, and 
the five-year carryover provision still applies. When 
a gift is made to create a charitable annuity trust, 
unitrust or is placed in a pooled income fund, the 
donor still avoids the capital gains tax. Congress 
also has retained the federal estate tax deduction 
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for charitable gifts. Everything bequeathed to a 
charitable institution is still fully deductible on an 
estate tax return. 
There are many other changes to consider in 
current tax planning and overall estate planning: 
1. Capital Gains and Losses Under the old law, 
if a taxpayer's capital losses (or property 
depreciation) were greater than his capital gains, 
the losses cancelled the gains, but he could only 
deduct 50% of the remaining losses from his 
ordinary income up to $1,000. But under the new 
law he can use 50% of those extra losses to offset 
$2,000 of ordinary income. Effective January 1, 
1978, he can use his losses to offset $3,000 of 
ordinary income. 
2. Gift and Estate Taxes Under the new unified 
rate structure most persons making lifetime gifts 
and transferring property at death will be subject to 
less tax. Under the new law a charitable bequest 
receives a 100% deduction. Instead of the 
personal estate tax exemption of $60,000 allowed 
under the old law, in 1977 every estate will have a 
credit equal to an exemption of $120,666. This 
exemption will increase annually to $175,625 in 
1981. Generally, estate taxes were increased for 
larger estates and decreased for smaller estates. 
3. Marital deduction The amount of property 
which can be left to a spouse free of estate tax has 
been increased to $250,000, on one-half of the 
adjusted gross estate, whichever is the greater. 
This provision makes a will even more important 
for those who want to take full advantage of the 
marital deduction. And with less coming out of the 
estate for taxes, more is left for final gifts to 
charitable and educational interests. 
4.Joint Ownership Under the new law, only 
one-half of jointly held property (which was created 
by a transfer subject to gift tax) will be taxed in the 
estate of the first who dies. 
The new tax law does make joint ownership more 
beneficial in some situations, as far as estate taxes 
are concerned. But there are other considerations 
which may be more important than tax savings. 
Joint ownership still does not preclude the need for 
a will. 
5. Farms and Closely Held Businesses In the' 
past this type of property has been evaluated for 
estate taxes on the basis of its full fair market 
value, rather than its value as a farm or closely 
held business. For example, a family farm was 
taxed for estate purposes according to the value of 
the land as potential commercial property, rather 
than its value as a farm under present use. 
Under the new law it will be taxed in the estate 
based on its value as a farm. But several factors 
are considered before the property qualifies for this 
special evaluation and in no case can the special 
evaluation reduce a gross estate by more than 
$500,000. 
These types of property may also qualify for a 
provision which allows the federal estate tax to be 
paid over a 15-year period. In many situations this 
will mean a farm or business can be kept in the 
family, instead of being sold to pay heavy estate 
taxes. It can also mean that after the family's 
needs have been met, there will be more left for 
personal goals. 
6. Other Special Provisions For many tax- 
payers, there is good news because of the 
extension of the increased standard deduction, a 
new credit for the elderly, increased allowances for 
moving expenses and child care, and liberalization 
of retirement plans for non-employed spouses. 
Please write for specific information about the 
effect of the new Tax Reform Act on any kind of gift 
you may be considering to Rollins College. 
Please note that Rollins College is not engaged 
in rendering specific legal or tax advisory service. 
For advice and assistance in specific cases, the 
services of an attorney should be obtained. 
For more information on the new Tax Reform 
Act, please write for a free copy of our new 
booklet, Tax Reform Act of 1976. There is no cost 
or obligation to obtaining your free copy. Send your 
request to: 
Dr. Walter L. Thomas 
Box 2711 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
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Near the ocean you flew, 
I by the shore relaxed and mellow. 
I felt the panting of your heart, 
The melodic serenade of your wings. 
No sooner 
You flew off. . . 
Heading farther and farther 
towards the sun. 
The more miles you endured, 
The stronger I sensed our common ties. 
You becoming a speck in the blue sky, 
I a part of thought, closer to a realization 
of the beauty of life. 
Sea bird fly. 
New Paintings 
for 
Cornell 
The Rollins College Cornell Fine Arts Center, 
scheduled to be open to the public in February of 
1978, will contain two valuable paintings of a 16th 
Century French and 17th Century Dutch Master. 
The paintings have been given to the College as a 
gift from Mr. and Mrs. John C. Myers of Ashland, 
Ohio, long time patrons of the College. 
The first painting, painted by Francois Clouet 
(1522-1572), is A Portrait of Charles IX, King of 
France as a boy. Clouet, court painter to Francis I, 
was noted for his royal portraits. 
The second painting, The Marble Seller is a work 
of Jan Steen (1626-1679). Steen, a Dutch painter, 
was one of the great masters of Dutch "genre". 
Steen's works are closest in spirit to the English 
Hogarth. 
Room Dedication 
at Keene Music Hall 
On Thursday, December 9th, the National Music 
Council, the National Federation of Music Clubs 
and Exxon Corporation, in conjunction with the 
Music Department of Rollins College unveiled a 
plaque and dedicated a room of Keene Music Hall 
to the memory of Louise and Sidney Homer, 
leading American Musicians of their time. This 
plaque was presented to Rollins College as part of 
the Federation's Bicentennial Parade of American 
Music. 
Louise and Sidney Homer, were, during the 
latter years of their lives, Consultants in Music to 
Rollins. She had completed her career as the 
reigning American Contralto of her time, with a 
great list of honors which included singing with the 
most eminent singers and conductors then 
performing. At the time of her retirement her 
pre-eminence at the Metropolitan Opera House 
was unquestioned. Sidney Homer was one of 
America's best known composers. His songs 
particularly gained great popularity during his 
lifetime. 
The President of the National Music Council, Dr. 
Merle Montgomery, as well as Mr. Ken Clay, State 
of Florida's District Manager for Exxon Corpora- 
tion, U.S.A., and the Florida Chairman of the 
National Federation of Music Clubs Bicentennial 
Parade of American Music were present for the 
ceremony. 
In addition, the College had as its guests, two 
daughters of Dr. and Mrs. Homer, Kay Homer 
Fryer and Anne Homer Doeflinger. Mrs. Doeflinger 
is the author of the recent best seller based on her 
mother's life and career, Louise Homer and the 
Golden Age of Opera. 
Writers' Conference 
The Eighth Annual Rollins College Writers' 
Conference was held January 19-22 at Rollins. 
The entire four day program, consisted of 
workshops, lectures, seminars and panel discus- 
sions, and was designed to provide an opportunity 
for aspiring authors to hear leading authorities 
discuss the writing, editing, and publishing of 
manuscripts in non-fiction, fiction, and poetry. 
"Once again we a.re very pleased to be able to 
offer this valuable and informative program to the 
public," said C. LaRue Boyd, Conference Coordi- 
nator. "This year's staff has not only distinguished 
themselves through their writing profession, but 
they are also noted for their speaking ability and 
interest in assisting aspiring writers." 
Participating in the 1977 Writers' Conference 
Staff was bestselling novelist Robert Newton Peck. 
Peck, author of A Day No Pigs Would Die, is also 
recognized for his efforts as a historian, advertising 
copy writer, songwriter and his dynamic speaking 
qualities. 
Patrick D. Smith, author of the bestselling novel 
Forever Island joined the Staff along with Marjory 
Bartlett Sanger, award winning author in the 
juvenile and natural history fields. 
Margaret Anne Barnes, inspiring author of 
Murder in Coweta County; Wilbur Dorsett, Rollins 
Professor of English; Edwin Granberry, 0. Henry 
Prize winner for his classic short-story A Trip To 
Czardis; Jean West MacKenzie, poet, and editor of 
the literary magazine EPOS and Stanley Pashko, 
Fiction Editor of Soy's Life Magazine comprised 
the 1977 Staff. 
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Reunion, '77 (cont. from page one) 
expecting to see many, many members of these 
classes on campus during reunion weekend. 
Our reunion weekend gets off to a fast start on 
Friday with a Golf tournament at noon followed by a 
Family Picnic on campus. The Class Parties will be 
well attended. This is always a popular event. 
Alumni from all classes have an opportunity to 
swap tall tales about the past, and to catch up on 
the "happenings" of fellow classmates. Don't miss 
this party at the Maitland Civic Center. 
Saturday opens with a Tennis Round Robin at the 
college courts. There will be some sore, tired 
muscles after this event. Dr. Jack Critchfield will 
vaddress alumni at his luncheon at 12:30. The 
Association will honor an alum for distinguished 
service to the Association and the College at this 
same luncheon. 
Saturday afternoon has been left free for alums 
to visit the Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival or to 
see the "Tars" play baseball or do their own thing. 
The feature event of the weekend will be called 
to order at 6:00 p.m. at the Orlando Hyatt House. 
The evening will begin with a cocktail-dance with 
lots of hors d'oeuvres. Music and dancing will 
continue during the dinner hour for everyone's 
entertainment and pleasure. 
The Sports Hall of Fame is a first for the 
Associationand the College. It was established by 
the Association as a vehicle to honor former 
athletes and sports personalities for their contribu- 
tion to the Rollins College athletic program. 
This year's reunion theme highlights the 
induction of the charter, members of the Sports Hall 
of Fame. Our banquet program will feature the 
induction ceremony of our nineteen Hall of 
Famers. This program will be memorable - don't 
miss it. 
The weekend will end with two very popular 
events. On Sunday at 9:45 a.m. there will be a 
Chapel Service for alumni and their families. The 
Reverand Robert Gustafson, '67, will preach. Bob 
is one of our sports greats. 
At noon the Class of "27" will hold "roll call" at 
the Alumni House and proceed to the "Forty Plus" 
Luncheon at Keene Hall at 12:30 p.m. Kay 
Lehman, '27, Dickie Colado, '27, with Ernie Zoller, 
'29, have arranged for a few special treats plus 
tricks for the class of "27" and the other 
Forty-Plusers who attend this special affair. 
Douglas Kerr, '66, and Alice Henry Acree, '42, 
are co-chairing this years reunion organization. 
Their co-workers, Ann Todd Johns, '57, Class 
Parties: Jack Myers, '69 and the Rollins Club - 
Picnic: Mike Marlowe, '65, - Golf Tournament; 
Flora Harris Twachtman, '43 - Registration; 
George W. Johnson, '50 - Tennis: Sherry Voss 
Lorenzen. '59 - President's Lunch; Gail DeForest 
Harris. '45 - Banquet; are all extremely busy 
making things ready for the arrival of alumni. Ya'all 
come. 
The schedule of events is as follows: 
Activities 
for the Class 
of 1927 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18 
Registration 
Baseball 
Picnic 
Class Parties 
Alumni House 
Harper Sheperd Field...be sure 
to wear your name tag 
Lakefront. . .special table 
reserved for us 
Maitland Civic Center.... 
special table reserved for us 
SATURDAY, MARCH 19 
Picnic-Breakfast 8:30 a.m. at the home of 
Wilhelmina Freeman Greene, 
followed by a boat trip depart- 
ing from her home through the 
Winter Park Lakes. The boat 
will dock on the campus 
after the ride and we will be 
taken on a tour of the campus 
by student guides. 
President's Lunch 12:30 p.m.  Rose Skillman Hall 
Bus Tour - Winter Park Immediately following 
President's Lunch and Annual 
Meeting 
Banquet Orlando Hyatt House - special 
table reserved for us 
SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
Chapel Service Knowles Memorial Chapel... 
Reserved seating 
Keene Hall...Rogers Room 
All of us along with the 40-plus 
alums are invited to Katharine 
Lewis Lehman's home for a 
get-together. 
At this time we expect about twenty-five in our group, 
including spouses. If you haven't made plans to come.... 
it is not too late. We are going to have a lot of fun and 
do a lot of reminiscing. 
See Detailed Schedule 
for More Information 
on Times and Prices of Events 
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Forty-Plus Luncheon 
After the Luncheon 
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
12:00 noon 
3:30 p.m. 
6:00-7:30 p.m. 
8:00-12:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
6:00-7:15 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18 
Registration 
Golf Tournament 
Baseball vs. Columbia U. 
Picnic 
Class Parties -Cash Bar - 
light hors d'oeuvres 
and dancing 
*        *        :(:        *        *        $:        *        * 
Winter Park Sidewalk 
Art Festival 
Alumni House 
Harper Shepherd Field 
Lakefront-Rear McKean Hall 
Maitland Civic Center 
Park Avenue 
SATURDAY, MARCH 19 
Registration 
Tennis Round Robin 
President's Lunch/ 
Annual Meeting 
Baseball vs. Columbia U. 
Cocktails (Cash Bar) 
Hot Hors D'oeuvres 
Alumni House 
College Courts 
Rose Skillman Hall 
Harper Shepherd Field 
Orlando Hyatt House 
(intersection I-4& U.S. 192 E) 
Phone: (305)846-4100 
Dinner-Dancing during 
dinner-continuous pouring of 
wine - complimentary cigars. 
Induction of Charter Members Rollins College Sports Hall of Fame 
********** 
Winter Park Sidewalk Park Avenue 
Art Festival 
SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
Chapel Service, Guest Preacher   Knowles Memorial Chapel 
Reverend Robert R. 
Gustafson '67 
Forty Plus Luncheon 
*********> 
Winter Park Sidewalk 
Art Festival 
Rogers Room, Keene Hall 
Park Avenue 
Forty Plus 1900 - 1936 
FRIDAY, MARCH 1! 
Registration 
Baseball 
Picnic 
Class Parties 
SATURDAY, MARCH 19 
Registration 
President's Lunch 
Bus Tour - Winter Park 
Alumni House 
Harper Sheperd Field... be 
sure to wear your name tag 
Lakefront 
Maitland Civic Center 
SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
Chapel Service 
Forty-Plus Luncheon 
After the Luncheon 
Knowles Memorial Chapel 
Keene Hall...Rogers Room 
A get-together at the home of 
Katharine Lewis Lehman 
Banquet 
Alumni House 
12:30 Rose Skillman Hall 
Immediately following 
President's Lunch and Annual 
Meeting 
Orlando Hyatt House 
SEE DETAILED SCHEDULE FOR MORE INFOR- 
MATION ON TIMES AND PRICES OF EVENTS. 
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Classified Clips 
REUNION'77 
ROLLINS COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
FRIDAY - SUNDAY, MARCH 18, 19, 20, 1977 
Please reserve tickets for me/us as follows for scheduled events: 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1977 
       Golf Tournament 12:00 noon $10.00 each - including greens fees and cart 
      -Picnic - Lakefront - Rear McKean Hall 6:00 - 7:30 p.m. $3.50 addults $2.00 children 
       Class Parties- Maitland Civic Center 8:00 - 12:00 p.m. Dancing-Cash Bar - hors d'oeuvres No Charge 
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1977 
      Tennis Round Robin - College Courts 8:30 a.m. $1.00 each 
      President's Lunch/Annual Meeting Rose Skillman Hall 12:30 p.m. $3.00 each 
       HALL OF FAME BANQUET - Orlando Hyatt House; Cocktails (cash bar) and hot hors d'oeuvres 6:00-7:15 p.m. 
Dinner and Dancing 7:30 - ?        $15.00 each 
SUNDAY, MARCH 20, 1977 
12:30 p.m. Forty-plus Luncheon - Rogers Room, Keene Hall $5.50 each 
TOTAL 
I/We plan on playing golf. We prefer (       ) do not prefer (       ) to make our own foursome. 
My handicap is ;    Spouse's handicap is  
I/We plan on playing tennis. 
Check enclosed for        $   
Please bill me March 1, 1977 for $ 
Refunds subject to 48 hour cancellation 
SIGNED 
ADDRESS 
CLASS 
Mail To:   Reunion Committee, Rollins College, Box 2736, Winter Park, Florida 32789 
CLASS NEWS 
We often forget that our Rollins friends and classmates are interested in 
knowing "how things are going" with a fellow classmate. We ask that you 
use this coupon for telling your friends - "How things are with you." 
Name 
Address 
Class 
Occupation 
Telephone _ 
Other news 
Business 
Fill me out and mail me to: Class Notes 
Alumni House, Box 2736 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
MOVING? 
If you are moving, please give us advance notice, so that the Rollins 
College Magazine can follow you to keep you posted on College 
happenings. 
Just drop this coupon into an envelope and mail to: 
Rollins College Alumni Association 
P. O. Box 2736 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
(FIRST) (MAIDEN) (LAST) 
/ 
HUSBANDS NAME OR   INITIALS TELEPHONE 
NEW STREET ADDRESS 
ZIP CODE 
OLD CITY, STATE, ZIP 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW ADDRESS 
/ 
OCCUPATION BUSINESS TELEPHONE 
NAME   OF   EMPLOYER 
Postal regulations require us to pay 10 cents for every copy not de- 
liverable as addressed. Please notify us in advance. We can process it 
more quickly and save the College money on returned mail. Thank you. 
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Guess Who? 
PERSONALITY 
This is a personality from your past at Rollins! 
Someone who came into frequent contact with the 
student body. Dig into your memories...can you 
identify this person? 
The first Alum with the correct answer and the 
earliest postmark will be awarded a pair of Rollins 
Coffee Mugs. Wipe the dust from your Tomokans 
and send your guess to: 
Personality Picture 
Alumni House 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
COSTS GO UP 
When your copy of The Record cannot be 
delivered to you by the Post Office because you 
have changed your address, a notice of this fact 
with your new address is sent to the Alumni House. 
The cost of receiving these address changes has 
been 10 cents each for several years. 
This cost will soon go to 25 cents each, as other 
charges of the Postal Department are increased. 
This increase in cost will hit the budget of the 
Alumni Association hard. You can help us save this 
money by sending us your change of address. 
Please fill out the Moving Form on the back page. 
Thank you. 
